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INTRODUCTION.

Our object in writing this book is to endeavour to

show to persons who may contemplate trying their

hand at Stock Exchange Speculation, the improbability

of their hopes being realized. Much mischief and

trouble would be avoided, and a deal of money saved

if, before entering upon such a dangerous career under

the most favourable circumstances as that of a specu-

lator, a study were made of the difficulties such an

occupation involves, and also of the chances against

the operator, considered as one individual versus the

Stock markets. It is melancholy to think of the vast

sums of money that are invested, in the most serious

sense of the word, annually by Stock Exchange specu-

lators in the purchase of a sorrowful experience. It

seems to be in the nature of things that numbers of

people must come to grief in their early struggles,

through an obstinate determination to trust com-

placently in their own ingenuity, in preference to

profiting by the experience of others. A mountain

climber who disdains the aid of a guide, and is sub-

sequently fished out of a crevasse, can expect no other

epitaph, even from his friends, than that he has paid

the deserved penalty of extreme temerity and folly.

There are probably many guides who can ensure a safe

passage over most mountain defiles, but he would be

B
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a bold man who guaranteed to pilot a young speculator

through the stock markets, and bring him out to a

certainty with a profit.

If a speculator asks the advice of what we will term
" an old hand," and it is in his interests to tell him

what he really thinks, he will say: " leave it alone."

Why so many people will never be convinced except

by their own personal experience is, that they cannot

believe what others say of things that are hidden.

" Hereof experience hath informed reason, and

time hath made those things apparent which were

hidden," says Sir W. Raleigh,

" But apt the mind or fancy is to rove

Uncheck'd, and of her roving is no end,

Till warn'd, or by experience taught, she learns

That not to know at large of things remote

From use, obscure and subtle, but to know
That which before us lies in daily life

Is the prime of wisdom,"

says Milton ; and

"But if you'll prosper, mark what I advise.

Whom age and long experience render wise,"

says Pope.

Stock Exchange speculation is very deceitful to the

eye, and also to the ear. In some respects its as-

sociations are like those of a morass, under whose
smooth and inviting surface are hidden the remains of

unwary travellers. Those who are new to the business

see only the glittering surface, and hear only of the

fortunes made by stock-brokers. People seldom tell of

their losses.

Individuals who are tempted, not only by curiosity,

but by a love of excitement, and more than all in this

case by the love of gain, go into the markets and lose

their money, and quit the place with much the same
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feelings as the man who paid a penny to see a horse

with his tail where his head ought to be.

" If we hope for things of which we have not

thoroughly considered the value, our disappointment

will be greater than our pleasure in the fruition of

them," wrote Addison.

The most brilliant good fortune which may result

from the operations of a speculator generally fall below

his anticipations when the operations are reduced to

figures. It appears that the imagination gels, as it

ware, diseased by feeding on the contemplation of

very rapid gains ; and that whatever may be the reality

of a hypothetical gain, the mind gets bewildered and

fails to estimate as an element of loss, the surrounding

husks in which the fruit is enclosed. One forgets

that every tangible advantage, in whatever form

obtained in this life, has to be got out of a shell.

What, then, must be the speculator's feelings when

the balance is on the wrong side of the account?

It has been suggested that the abolition of " time-

bargains" would materially, if not quite, prevent

much of the mischief that results from speculation ; but

it is no more possible entirely to do away with the

custom of "time-bargains" than it is to abolish

credit in other kinds of business. It may be readily

conceded that a very large number of those who are

ruined or greatly injured by Stock Exchange Specu-

lation, would never operate at all if they were called

upon even to make a deposit before the purchase was

effected. But when it is considered that to abolish

"time-bargains" would be to ruin at once half the

brokers in existence, the difficulty of effecting what

from one point of view would be a most salutary

change of custo.m, will be understood. In our day
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money is so closely employed that a fortnight is none

too long to get the funds together, when, for some

good reason or other, a change of investment has

been determined on. It is often that such a transfer

gives rise to a course of speculation that ends in

disaster. A purchase effected for the account with

the view of changing from one stock to another leaves

at the end of the fortnight, we will suppose, a hand-

some profit. The buyer of the stock takes it, and

postpones the intended change of investment, thinking

he shall get sooner rich by such an operation as that,

than by simply transferring his money to another

security that promised a better yield per cent. He
has another try, expecting the same good fortune. In

the end he loses as usual on balance, which he

would not probably have done if he had bought and

sold for money, finishing the operation on the same

day. This is what often causes loss to people who
can afford to lose, if they stop soon enough. The
great mischief is done by the facilities afforded by

"time-bargains" to operators who have a little

money, just sufficient to enable them to keep afloat as

speculators in fair weather. The first serious dis-

turbance that violently agitates prices sweeps them

away in a shoal.

The question which a Sensible speculator will ask

himself before he begins to operate is. What are the

risks incurred of losing his all at one stroke ? De
Morgan in his book on probabilities, says in Chapter

V. on the risks of loss or gain, " A man should not

hazard his all on any terms ; but in ventures the loss

of one of which would not be felt, we may suppose the

venturer able to make a large number of the same

kind ; inA¥hich case the common notions of mankind,
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reinforced by the results of theory, tell us that the sum
risked must be only such a proportion of the possible

gain as the mathematical probability of gaining it is

of unity. For instance : suppose I am to receive a

shilling if a die, yet to be thrown, give an ace ; in the

long run, an ace will occur one time out of six, or I

shall lose five times for every time which I gain. I

must, therefore, make one gain compensate the outlay

of six ventures, or one-sixth of a shilling is what I may
give for the prospect, one time with another. But

one-sixth is the probability of throwing the ace.

Principle—Multiply the sum to be gained by the

fraction which expresses the chance of gaining it, and

the result is the greatest sum which should be given

for the chance." "A man should not hazard his all

on any terms." Does a man who enters upon a

career of speculation take the trouble to consider at

starting whether or not his first operation places him

in a position in which he hazards his all ? There is

not probably one speculator in a hundred who ever

thinks of it at all. We will suppose a man to be

worth ^200 in cash as his all, applicable to the pay-

ment of losses. It may safely be stated that numbers

of speculators open accounts with a less sum, in fact

a considerable proportion of speculative operations

are entered upon in reality without any funds at all

;

misfortune in other vocations being frequently followed

by gambling in the stock markets. A speculator with

_;^200 to pay losses with is in this position if he buys

for instance, for the rise /5>ooo of any English

railway stock ; a fall of 57o. which even in two or

three days is nothing very extraordinary, carries him

/50 "under water." What can he reckon upon on

the other side, by keeping the account open, that is a
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mathematical certainty lit:e the occurrence of an ace

one time out of six in the long run in throwing the

(lie? If he be exposed to such a loss at any moment
as that mentioned, the risk is an absurd one to run if

there is not at least an equal chance of a similar

rise, and several times ^250 in reserve. But all ex-

perienced in Stock Exchange fluctuations know that

upward movements are, as a rule, gradual, a rise of i

per cent, being considered as a profit which a specu-

lator should without hesitation take, while a fall all

round in a market of two or three per cent, in a day is

of m.ore common occurrence. It may here, perhaps,

be retorted that if a fall of 5 per cent is nothing very ex-

traordinary to happen in a few days, while a rise is, as a

rule, gradual, why not speculate for the fall ? The
answer is that the public are very seldom indeed bears.

It goes against the grain. Speculation with the

public, as a body, is a fair weather game. When the

most potent influences are affecting the stock markets

downwards, ordinary people hold aloof. We shall go
more into detail with reference to this peculiarity

farther on. That it is so is a fact, and it is easily

accounted for. When you are dealing with a die, a

hexagonal body, you know that it must fall on one of

its six sides, and that each side to a certainty will have

its turn, and therefore a mathematician is able, from

there being a limitation set to the risk incurred, to

estimate to a fraction what amount a thrower of the

die can afford to venture, five times out of six, on the

chances of the ace turning up, so that in the long run

he will not lose. A game of die-throwing for money,
conducted by one of two players upon principles based

upon the doctrine of probabilities, and upon conditions

to give him a certain profit, can only be continued for a
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short time, as the absurdity of it becomes speedily

evident to the other player, and play ends. Those
with whom outside speculators deal in the stock

markets get all the profit also in the long run, much
upon the same system that professional bettors on

horse-racing always win in the long run by backing

the field. In the die-throwing gambling there is no

mystery, at least very little for the ordinary under-

standing. A person of average intelligence who is

quite unable to comprehend that it is a mathematical

certainty that a die will show the ace upwards, in the

long run, one time in six, can be got by simple obser-

vation to see that in a great number of throws the ace

will have appeared about as often as once in six throws.

The fact of his losing his money through betting that it

would not be so would in any case, bring the truth home
to him. The case, however, of speculation in the

stock markets is very different. Although so large

a proportion of speculators speedily lose their money, a

large proportion of them also, when quitting the arena

through want of capital to go on with, seem to enter-

tain a strong conviction that money is to be made at

it. There is very frequently an impression left that if

this and that, and the other, had been done instead of

what was done, the result would have been otherwise.

They regret that their purse was not longer that they

might try again, feeling sure that with such a rich ex-

perience they would avoid the mistakes that had landed

them losers. The Stock Exchange speculator has an

innumerable number of influences arrayed against him,

at least one half of which he never sees at all until,

like the sunken snag, which sinks the steamer without

any warning, one or other of them wrecks his fortunes

before he is aware of his danger.
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A speculative operator has a very dangerous basis

upon which to lay the foundations of the argument

by which he endeavours to justify himself, and it is

this. He says to himself: " there are only two ways

for a price to move—up and down." At first sight

the chances seem to be as much in his favour as

against, and. he thinks the failure of others to make a

profit must have been the result of mistakes made by

them, which he will avoid. But does it occur to such

an one that if there were any easy and certain method

of making money by speculating in stocks everybody

who had a little capital would at once commence to

speculate. Speculation in the stock markets has

almost irresistible attractions as a mere amusement,

quite apart from its being a kind of occupation which

is the most luxurious and exciting mode of making

money. It must be evident therefore from the com-

paratively few persons who habitually speculate, that

large numbers are simply driven away from the

markets through a conviction that such a vocation

must end in disaster. The dangers of Stock Exchange

speculation are made apparent when, as a species of

gambling, it is compared with the games of chance,

whose evil effects upon the community have been at

last recognized by the abolition of the tables at

Hombourg, Ems, Baden Baden, &c. The conductors

of the Bank at the Palais Royal were fully alive to the

necessity of limiting the stakes, and also as regards

the number of persons with whom they would play at

ence. Governments are stepping in by degrees to

suppress gaming-houses, and it would have been more

to the credit of Germany if the tables at the above

mentioned places had been done away with while the

effects of the golden stream from beyond the Rhine
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were as yet unfelt by the comparatively poor exchequer

at Berlin. The interference of a government is shown
again by our own legislature having declared that A
should not insure the life of B, unless it can be shown
that A has some pecuniary interest in B's continuing

to live. The law, however, is for the most part evaded-

Such systems are therefore looked upon as bad ; but

because it is difficult for governments to define in

Stock Exchange gambling where bond fide business

ends and the gambling begins, the most injurious

of all games of chance is played year after year upon

an increasing scale. At the first beginning of pros-

perity with a comparatively poor community, gamb-
ling springs up in these times in stocks and shares.

As a result of such operations Vienna went half mad
in the first half of 1873, which was followed shortly

after by a financial crash and the suicides of certain

bankers at Posen. Older communities, which have

passed through the only crucible which in this life

teaches people that if money is to be made rapidly

the process must be attended with a proportionately

large risk, are observed, as time goes on, to be less

exposed to the headlong financial panics such as that

in which the speculation at Vienna lately culminated.

Commercial revulsions of one sort or another, and of

greater or less violence, will probably occur during

all time at intervals, wherever commerce is carried on,

but the gradual fashioning of laws with the view to

confine the injurious effects of over-speculation and

over-trading within limited areas, as for instance the

limited liability acts, will more and more render it

possible to stand between the dupe and the financial

sharper, and also to observe the gathering together

for harm of the dangerous influences so that they may
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be provided against in time, or checked at an early

stage of the disease. Among the operators at younger

commercial centres there is a more feverish desire to

gain, but the efforts to satisfy it are not kept in check

in the same degree as in places where memories of

disaster cluster in traditions among the people, and

inspire the growth of prudence, almost as if it were an

instinct.

Farther on we shall call attention to the way in

which an outside speculator in the stock markets is

handicapped with turns, commissions, and contangoes.

Very few persons, if any, will be found to dispute

the statement that speculation on the Stock Exchange
is gambling. The highest mathematical authorities

maintain that there are but two conditions under

which gambling can be prudently followed as an

amusement, viz. : small stakes, and equal play.

The ordinary gambler in the stock markets is no

better off, as regards his chance of winning, tha.n a

player against a bank, which can only make certain

of winning against all comers in the long run by the

protection of a mathematical advantage. In the case

of a bank established as a gaming-house the initial

condition of existence has always been in the long run

either bankruptcy to itself, or ruin to the individual

players. As the banks have always flourished, the

players, in the long run, must always have been

losers.

A gaming-bank is an institution with limited means
offering to play all who enter ; or, in other words, it

is limited means against unlimited means.

The Stock Exchange occupies a parallel position to

that of the bank, and the operators in the markets are

protected in such a way that the outside player at
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speculation must in the long run lose, or no one would

be found to take up his challenge. It must be obvious

that supposing an outside speculator had any advan-

tage when speculation in stocks and shares were first

practised, and through such an inequality of terms he

was on the average the gainer, experience would soon

show the necessity of rectifying such a state of things,

and what would be tantamount to the mathematical

advantage secured to the gaming-bank would be

speedily arrayed against him.

The number of people who play publicly at games

of chance is very small compared with the number of

people who gamble in mercantile transactions. And
whereas the former are diminishing, partly from com-

pulsion, as in the case of Germany of late, and partly

through the more enlightened state of the human
understanding as regards the immorality of this kind

of amusement, the latter appear to multiply in propor-

tion to the general increase of wealth, the ever en-

larging fields in which public securities are dealt in

and commercial transactions are negotiated, and also

in proportion to the facilities afforded for speculation

generally. The latter part of this sentence should,

however, be qualified by the remark that the spread of

wealth enables younger and less experienced persons

to engage in speculation in a larger proportion as

compared with the whole community than formerly.

The difficulty of living, and the ambition not to fall

below the standard maintained by the well-to-do,

tempts numbers of young men to endeavour to

increase their income by speculation. And moreover

as regards Stock Exchange Speculation it is unfortu-

nately much against the interest of the stock-broker to

make public the failure of his clients, hence it is
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seldom that the wholesome warning of publicity deters

others from entering the arena.

Outsiders entering upon speculation with pro-

fessional dealers in the stock markets make two

mistakes on the threshold. Firstly, they commence
upon unequal terms, the effects of which adventitious

favourable influences have never more than compen-

sated for, in the long run. Secondly, supposing the

terms were permitted to be equal, the outsiders' stakes

would be too large a proportion of their means. The
losses incurred by speculators as a body, have always

been upon such a scale as to dispose of the theory

advocated by some persons that the mere charges of

commission, contangoes, and the " turn " are the

only obstacles to success.

Now, if the playing of public games of hazard are

on the decline from the interference of the State on

moral grounds, the question arises : are there any

considerations applying to Stock Exchange gambling,

which, as a game, raises it above other games of

chance, and entitles it to special privileges ? Does

the outside haphazard speculator stand a better chance

as against the Stock Exchange, than a player at rouge

et noir against the bank ? The answer must be No.

. Exactly the same considerations apply to commercial

speculations as to other games of chance in which no

absolute certainty exists. Mathematicians lay it down

as a law, that if any possible event which cannot fre-

quently occur in a game of chance, but which is,

nevertheless, a part of the nature of the game, if a bet

or stake be made upon the recurrence of that event in

a proportion to some large gain which it is agreed

that event shall secure, then prudence demands that

the game shall be often played ; and if this be impossible
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it shall not be played at all. Here we come to the

crux of the whole question of Stock Exchange Specu-

lation. Unless a speculator, handicapped, as we shall

show he is to start with, has not enough means to

enable him to hold out for the arrival of the event,

the occurrence of which is absolutely necessary to his

keeping above water, he should not speculate at all.

What is the one event constituting the benefit for

which the speculator operates? it will be asked. The
answer is, the greatest fluctuation in the direction

favourable to him which may be caused by any one of

the many influences that may spring into action at any

time. This is part of the mystery which allures people

on. If you tell persons who are throwing a die that

the six will turn up once in six times in the long run,

they can form some estimate of their chance of winning.

But until a Stock Exchange speculator has been

roughly undeceived, his understanding gets entangled

so that what he sees clearly only at first, is what is

in his favour, because his first interest is to discover

that. What is against him, he disregards until he

discovers it has undermined him, and all goes

together.

In cases where the public play against a bank, it is

so managed that the bank has a better chance than

the players. It is so managed tliat a considerable

succession of losses can be sustained against the good

luck of any comer. One side always secures to itself

the benefits of the long rim. The haphazard specu-

lator stands at the same disadvantage as the player

against the bank. His position is always relatively

inferior. When the balance is nothing, as worked

out by the following rule as stated by De Morgan,

then the play is equal :
—" Multiply each gain or loss
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by the probability of the event on which it depends; cofnpare

the total result of the gains with that of the losses : the

balance is the average required, and is known by the tiame

of the mathematical expectation.'''

It must stand to reason that an outside speculator

plays upon unequal terms, otherwise it could not be

worth the while of the other side to engage him. As
well might we expect a man to set up a shop and sell

his goods at a loss. Then we come a step farther, and

ask if it be any use for a Stock Exchange speculator

to operate if the terms be equal? If such numbers cf

persons find themselves induced, by the estimate they

are enabled to form of the chances in their favour, to

play on terms more favourable to their antagonists

than to themselves, their prospects would seem to

be much improved if the terms were made equal.

Although the position of the speculator be improved

to the extent of the terms being equal, it is absolutely

-

indispensable that the operations be kept open for a

considerable time in order to secure the mathematical

expectation which can have no existence except

through continuity. With the play in favour of the

gambler, he stands no chance even of holding his own,

unless he makes sure of being able to continue over

such a number of trials, or during such a period of

time, as will give him the benefit of an average of the

ups as well as the downs of fortune.

As at cards so at Stock Exchange speculation, there

must be two kinds of luck, ill-luck and good-luck, as

the changes of fortune which are worth while taking

account of. A man speculates, gets his turn of good-

luck and pockets his gain, treating the money as if it

were ore from a mine, or something added to the

realized wealth of the world, a pure plus as compared
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with a plus leaving a minus. For every profit made

by a speculator, and for every realized profit made by

a bondfide investor; there must be a corresponding loss.

The man who in his turn is a winner, must also in his

turn be a loser, and what he was plus when he won,

he must be minus when he loses.

If the manager of gaming-tables secures to himself

a mathematical advantage only sufficient to cover the

expenses, he will infallibly be ruined at last. It may
be in one year or in five, or ten, but ruined he must

be. But he provides adequately against this, and in

the long run those who play with him must be ruined.

So it is with Stock Exchange Speculators.

It is the character of negative events to lay less

firmly hold of the mind than positive ones. The minds

of Stock Exchange speculators are like other people's

minds. A speculator will often attribute a certain

movement in prices to an influence which happened

to be exercised at a particular moment, and he contents

himself with the apparent connection of the two, and

looks no farther. On another occasion, when operating

in the same way, immediately upon the recurrence of

the same influence he is bewildered to find prices move

in an opposite direction. This comes from being

satisfied with any solution which lies on the surface,

and chances to catch the eye. It used to be supposed

that comets were the cause of hot weather, and the

theory was considered to be well founded, because more

comets were seen during the summer months than at

other seasons of the year. Hot and cloudless weather

is most favourable for seeing comets, but they are no

more productive of hot weather than is hot weather of

them. This circumstance being fixed upon by one class

of theorisers, shows how an event which is positive lays
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hold of the mind of any person who may be interested in

certain effects and is in search of the causes. It is of

great importance, in endeavouring to connect certain

effects with specific causes, to mark carefullytwo distinct

things, first, the occurrence of an event, and, secondly,

our observation of it. Many entirely wrong deductions

as to the causes of fluctuations in the value of money,

and in the prices of Stock Exchange securities, are

made from negligence in this respect.

As every rule has its exception, so in speculation

are there a few professional experts who succeed at

it as a business. What is contained in these pages is

not for the expert, who is well able to take care of

himself, but for the ordinary haphazard operator.

The professional speculator, who has the right sort of

head, sufficient capital, patience, perseverance, cool-

ness, and a business-like aptitude for laying down the

elaborate machinery that is necessary for mercantile

success, may succeed. In the following chapters it is

our intention always to make this reservation, and In

speaking of the speculator, who must always lose in the

long run, we refer to the ordinary run of men whom
we will designate as haphazard speculators.



THE THEORY

OF

STOCK-EXCHANGE SPECULATION,

CHAPTER I.

TECHNICAL TERMS EXPLAINED.

The members of the Stock Exchange are of two

descriptions, jobbers and brokers. The jobber deals

in stocks and shares, either as a buyer or
jo„bj,jjs ^^^

seller, at the market prices. The broker ^^o^"*^-

deals with the jobber, and is paid a commission by

his principal for transacting the business between

the two.

A bull is a speculator who buys for the settlement

with a view of selling at some future date at... . ^
The Bull.

a higher price, and gaming by the difference.

A bear is a speculator who hopes to gain by the

reverse operation. He sells for the ?ettle-
. .

The Bear.

ment, hoping to buy back at a cheaper price,

and gain by the difference.

Contango means continuation charge, for instance :

if a bull speculator has ^2,000 Brighton railway slock
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open for the account, of which there are two in a

month, one in the middle and one at the end,

and the settlement which is to take place,

say in the middle of the month, is approaching with-

out the price having advanced as much as he supposed

it would at the time when he bought, he wishes to

carry over or keep the stock open for another fort-

night. For this accommodation he must pay the

jobber in the House of whom the stock has been

bought, a certain rate percent, to allow the speculator

to continue a bull of the stock, instead of paying the

money and taking it off the market. 1 he contango

rates depend upon different circumstances. Some-

times, instead of having to pay any contango, a bull

will get something paid to him. If the stock is very

scarce, and the jobber finds it difficult to deliver to

purchasers, he will be glad to carry over a bull

account for nothing, and may-be he will pay a con-

sideration to postpone delivery for a fortnight On
the other hand, if the stock is very plentiful when the

settling day arrives, if the sellers have been numerous,

and the deliveries are large, the jobber will prefer

delivering the stock to the bull speculator to continu-

ing it to the next account, because he wants money to

pay those who have sent their stock to market. Under

these circumstances the contango rate may be \ per

cent, on the money price of ^20,000 nominal stock

for the fortnight, or it may reach a much higher

figure, even exceeding i per cent, for the fortnight,

but such a rate is seldom charged.

The contango rates depend very much upon the

state of the money market, and hence the fluctuation
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in the price of public securities in sympathy with the

rise and fall in the value of money.

It has become more of a custom with bankers to

lend money to the Stock Exchange than was the case

formerly ; one reason being that, through the more

enlightened management of the Bank of England of

late years, the changes in the rate of discount are

made more in obedience to the varying condition of

the money market as a whole, as reflected in the Bank

return, than was the case in former years, when the

directors would come down to the City some Thursday

afternoon to put up their terms when there was very

little available money left upon which to obtain the

increased charge. In other words, the value of money

changes more frequently than it used to, and bankers,

desiring to act at all times in view of contingencies,

find it very convenient to lend their surplus balances

for a fortnight upon easily convertible securities with

a good margin. Moreover the risks attending bills of

exchange are avoided. The contango rates at the

settlement may rise suddenly through unexpected de-

mands upon bankers arising out of a bullion drain,

and a fall in the foreign exchanges, which compels

them to refuse to continue their loans upon stock.

Such stock must then be turned out upon the market,

and, if there happen simultaneously to be more

deliveries than there is stock taken off the market,

the contango rates will rule high.

It may be here observed that the contango charge is

an item in the cost of speculation which the haphazard

operator seldom takes into account at all
;

yet, if

speculation be engaged in upon a large scale, the item

c 2
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of contango charges may become a formidable one,

and, when added to the commission charged by the

broker, takes so much out of the possible advance in

price which may take place in the period of, say, two

accounts, or the space of one month, that it requires

no great experience to show that the game is not

worth the candle, taking one operation with another.

Take a case in point :—A speculator buys ^5,000

Turkish 57o '65 stock at ;^50, for which he engages to

pay ^2,500 on the settling day, which is the last of the

three account days. He pays \ commission to the

broker, or ^6 5s. When the settlement arrives, we

will suppose he has been very lucky, and has got a

rise of ^ per cent, in the price, which is a good advance

for a class of stock which investors do not like, but

nevertheless is speculated in a good deal. How does

the account to be rendered to him stand, with 6 per

cent, contango for carrying over the transaction ?

Dr. Cr.

;^ s, d. £ s. d.

5000 Turks. 5%^* 50 2500 o o 5000 Turks. s7o**Soi 2525 o °

Commission ^,° „ 650
Balance 18 15 o

2,525 o o 2,525 o o

The operation so far is successful, and the speculator,

taking courage from his success, awaits a further ad-

vance. He is not disappointed, we will suppose, and

the stock continues to rise, to give him the favourable

start which is so frequentl}^ the cause of his future
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troubles and losses. During the next account the

stock gains a further \ per cent., and he credits him-

self mentally with an additional £\z \os. Here is

a gain of ^37 105. minus the selling commission,

which is generally charged when the stock is not

bought and sold in the same account, and also minus the

contango. This second commission, which is usually

charged when a speculative account is kept open for a

month, is frequently left out of the calculation by

novices. Supposing, then, towards the close of the

second account, there occurs a relapse off per cent.,

making the price really f lower, which is a very

reasonable hypothesis, as stocks do not always move in

one direction,—how does the account to be rendered at

the next settlement stand ? We have

—

Dr. Cr.

/ s. d. £ s. d.

5000 Turks. 5% at 50^ 2525 o o By Balance 18 15 o

Int. ey^ IS days 646 5000 Turks, s"/,, at 50J

Commission 650 2506 5 o

Balance 12 96

2537 9 6 2537 9 6

To Balance ^^12 9 6

It becomes apparent, in examining this account, the

extreme danger the speculator was in just at the period

immediately preceding the relapse, and forciblydemon-

strates the importance of acting upon the soundest of

maxims in " time bargain " operations, which is, never

to refuse a profit. We have been supposing the specu-

lator to have been " running the stock," as the saying

is, for nearly a month, during which period it had been
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advancing in price. At the same time he had been

incurring expense to have the chance of making a

profit by such advance. After carrying over the trans-

action, he had incurred the certain loss in any case of

the two commissions and the contango charge, which

make together the sum of^iS 145. 6a^. It seems almost

incredible that, under such circumstances, he should

still hold on when he could close with a profit of

^18 15^.; instead of which he closes with a loss of

£\2 9^. bd., after having commenced to operate with

just as reasonable a prospect of a fall of
-^
per cent.,

and another on the top of it of \. On the other hand,

everything went as well as can ever be expected on

a series of operations, and yet he finishes with a loss.

The charges, to begin with, kill the profit, to say

nothing of the " turns " of the dealers, and the risks

of the fluctuations in price.

Backwardation is the term for the charge paid by

the speculator for the fall. The word itselfimplies that

the charge is for holding back a transaction, as directly

backwaed- opposed to that for which a contango is paid.
ATioN. 'pj^g Qjjg jg ^Q carry forward, and the other to

carry backward. A speculator who sells for the fall,

and thereby m.akes himself a bear, must pay something

if he wishes to keep the transaction open
; just as the

bull must, unless exceptional circumstances are influ-

encing the market. When the settlement arrives, a

bear must either deliver what he has sold, or pay the

backwardation demanded for postponing delivery

;

which, in other words, is the price paid for obtaining

the stock elsewhere. If the supply of stock should

chance to be large, he will find it very easy to continue
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his bear account, because the stock he has sold is not

wanted. Under such circumstances, the position of the

bear speculator comes to be the exact antithesis of that

in which the bull finds himself at the settlement when

the stock he has bought is scarce. In both cases the

charges recede until either the transactions are carried

over " even," that is to say, for nothing, or it may be

the speculator receives a consideration. As in all other

markets, it is a question of paying or receiving, and

the one or the other depends upon the relation which

the demand bears to the supply. As we shall have

occasion farther on to speak more minutely upon bear

speculations, we shall not pursue the subject at any

length here; suffice it to say that the public, as specu-

lators, do not understand selling for the fall. It goes

against the grain. Speculating at all is associated, in

the minds of nearly all people, with fine sunshiny

weather, and a settled state of the political atmospheres

of one's own and neighbouring states. The time to

speculate for the fall is when growling despatches are

being exchanged between nations whose prosperity has

reached a zenith where nothing more is to be had, ex-

cept by quarrelling; when the exchanges are adversing,

and there is a drain of gold setting in, and the biting

winds and sleet of chill October fill everybody with

pessimist views ; when the reports of shipwrecks and

hurricanes at sea fill the minds of Oriental merchants

with alarm for the safety of their galleons, and there is

an uneasy general impression creeping over the public

mind that it is perhaps prudent, under the circum-

stances, to hold less in securities, and to have a larger

balance at the bank. Yet, when the very air seems to
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whisper coming difficulties and disturbances, and the

time is ripe for speculating for the fall, such is the

weakness of the human character that the opportunity

presented is seldom discerned until the return of sun-

shine, and the blowing over of the storm has shown the

inutility of being wise after the event.

Speculation by " options " is of all methods of specu-

lating the most prudent, as it is the most sensible, for

all parties concerned. It resembles in some degree

the lottery-ticket mode of gambling. The
Options.

_ ... .

indefinite mischief that is caused by specu-

lation which allows the operator to incur unlimited risk

on credit is prevented by the system of options, inas-

much as a fixed payment must be made by the specu-

lator at the time the option account is opened. There

are three kinds of options. First, is the " put and

call," which means to take or to deliver stock
The " Put
AND Call " at a fixed price at a future date, for which a

certain sum is paid on the day the bargain is

entered into.

The second is the "put," which means the option

The " Put" of delivering a specified amount of stock at a
Option.

f^xed date, the price and the day of delivery

being agreed upon at the time the money is paid.

The third description of option is the "call" which

means an operation exactly the opposite of the "put."

It is the option of claiming a specified amount of stock

The "Call" ^t a futurc fixcd date, such date, together
Option.

^\\}a. the price, to be agreed upon at the time

the option money is paid. The sum of money that is

paid for options fluctuates in sympathy with the

changes in the value of public securities, and also de-
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pends upon the amount of business doing. An option

may be done from day to day, or from account to

account. The option money is paid by the principal

to the broker at the time the transaction is effected.

When the option expires, the person who has paid

the money declares whether he buys, sells, or does

nothing-.

Years of experience of this mode of speculating have

only shown, as with other kinds of speculation, that

the option money once paid is hardly ever recovered.

We have taken the trouble to inquire of those who

have been for as many as thirty years in the markets,

and such is their experience.

The Stock Exchange settling days are in the middle

and at the end of each month. Each fortnightly

settlement occupies three days; the first is the carry-

ing over or contango day, the second is the

name or ticket-day, and the third is the day ukjhtly

for paying the differences, or the amount of settlement.

money for stock or shares to be taken off the market.

The settlement in Consols is monthly, and near the

commencement. The extent of the business trans-

acted in the stock markets has been very accurately

measured since the establishment of the Clearing

House. All transactions being settled by cheques,

the increase in the Clearing House totals on a Stock

Exchange settling day correctly indicates the amount

of money which has passed between buyers and

sellers.

Speculation inside the Stock Exchange by members

of the House does not present many features which

entitle it to comment apart from the speculation as it
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is practised by the public outside. It is natural to

Specula- suppose that members of the Stock Ex-
TioNBY chanee are better able to operate in stocks
Members or ° "

THE House, and shares, with a view to profit by specula-

tion, than the public who, as a rule, are ignorant of the

art they endeavour to practise until all they have left

is some bitter experience. Those whose daily busi-

ness it is to be in the stock markets must of course

know that the outside public are always dropping their

money, and in this respect the conviction comes nearer

home to them that the play is not worth the candle.

There are speculators who are members of the Stock

Exchange, but we believe it is but a very small minor-

ity that troubles itself with speculation as the princi-

pal means by which the profits are made. As a rule,

it may be laid down that a dealer who goes out of his

market to speculate is just as likely to lose his money

as an outside haphazard speculator. Each stock, and

each description of shares, has its history, and is in-

fluenced more or less by special causes, as well as by

general causes. Each stock, therefore, requires to be

constantly, watched, after it has been studied, and its

peculiar characteristics well ascertained. When it is

said that these stocks and shares are numbered not by

tens, or by hundreds, but by thousands, it is easy to

understand that no one man can master the special

knowledge concerning each , which however every jobber

who understands his business should do, within the

limitof those in which he usually deals. Consequently,

a jobber devotes himself to a few descriptions which

circumbtances or inclination may cause him to select,

lie confines himself to a particular market, where he
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is to be found ; and if he speculates now and then,

apart from the necessities of his business, and to

satisfy a desire for a little excitement, or because

some special view of the course of events encourages

him to try his luck, it is as a rule in the stocks in

which he is accustomed to deal.

It may be of interest to some persons to contrast

the terms used in England with those employed by

stock-brokers and jobbers across the Atlantic, and

we append those in use on the New York Stock

Exchange, with explanations. The inventive resource

which is so characteristic of the American, crops

up in the terms used in their stock markets, as in

the case of the " put and call " option with us, which

the Yankee cannot be satisfied with, but must invent

the vulgar synonym of " straddles," which is certainly

expressive of the pair of operations in one. The

mania for getting rich by making short cuts and royal

roads engenders apparently an impatience of terms

which contain a single syllable or letter that is unne-

cessary, however hallowed by time, and hence " put

and call " is superseded by " straddles."

The "put" is a contract by which, during a fixed

time, usually thirty days, a seller for a consideration

agrees to take from a buyer of a " put" a stock at a

given price, generally several per cent, below the

market value.

The "call" is an operation of a directly opposite

nature, being a contract by which for a consideration

a seller of a "call " undertakes to deliver to a buyer
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a certain stock at a g-iven price, generally several per

cent, above the market value.

To "put up a margin" signifies to deposit with

your brokers a sum of money, as a rule lo per cent,

of the par value of a stock, as security against failure

to meet losses.

To buy "long" is the equivalent of our term

"bull."

To sell "short" is the equivalent of our term

"bear."

To "corner" a stock is to purchase all that can be

obtained and make it very scarce, and also more than

can be obtained, in order to run the price up, and

"roast," as the saying is in the London market, the

speculative sellers ; but the " cornering," as we under-

stand the meaning of the word, would seem to apply

more to the speculative sellers who are " roasted " than

to the stock which may be selected for the operation.

"Clique," "pool," or "ring," are less expressive,

and in consequence of other associations, are less

happy terms than our equivalent syndicate, which in

English financial circles can be mistaken for nothing

else than a combination of speculative capitalists

which is formed either to divide a loan amongst them

and unload their portions upon the public as opportu-

nities may occur, or to " wash " a stock up and down,

getting what they can out of the unwary public during

the operation. Gold " rings " on the other side of the

Atlantic, and foreign loan syndicates on this, must by

this time almost have had their day. Each new era

of prosperity requires and generally witnesses a new

set of ingenious devices to throw dust in the eyes of
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investors, while the new race of Autolycuses are going

through all the old tricks.

In London, settlements take place twice a month, but

in Broad Street sales are made for either cash or

" regular." In the first case purchases have to be

settled the same day before 2.15 p.m., and in the

second on the following day. Time contracts cor-

respond to our time bargains, and have about the

same conditions attaching to them with the exception

that the rate of interest charged, answering to our con-

tango, is generally 6 per cent., unless otherwise stipu-

lated, and is not influenced by a varying standard such

as our Bank rate.

The word "shrinkage" for depreciation is a neat

term with which the small catalogue may be euphoni-

ously terminated.
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CHAPTER II.

THE IMPORTA.NCE OF SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE REGARDING

THE REGULARLY RECURRING CAUSES THAT IN-

FLUENCE THE MARKETS.

If a speculator has not closely studied the special

causes that influence the stock markets at regularly

recurring intervals, he has not learnt the alphabet of

The TEMPER his business. We shall endeavour to pass
OP THE
Public. in rcview somc of these. First of all, there is

the temper of the public. Many persons have puzzled

over the causes which will at one time combine to pro-

duce activity among buyers of stocks, and at another

dead stagnation ; and it is a very interesting study,

albeit somewhat difficult of correct analysis.

There are periods of the year when the temper of

investors tends to sulkiness, in sympathy with a fall of

the mercury. Dull and disagreeable weather, as a rule,

meteoro- adversely affects the stock markets more or
LOGICAL IN-

FLUENCES, less, according to the extent of counteracting

influences. If we take the beginning of a year, in Janu-

ary investors will usually be found in a conservative

frame of mind, with which speculators will sympathise

as they perceive it ; for it may safely be said that unless

the public can be calculated upon to follow their lead,

it is useless for professional speculators to stir up the
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markets. In the first month of the year capitalists are

in more or less of a stay-at-home mood ; and now so

many buyers of securities live on a line of railway, they

take as many holidays as they can well find excuse for.

A speculator should have a good aneroid barometer,

that has a good big indicator, hung up in his hall, and

he would not be very far wrong if he were to buy and

sell according to the indications given by this instru"

ment that it was going to be good or bad weather.

Most people are like any one you may chance to single

out of a crowd, from a physical point of view. The

change from fair to foul weather will have the same

effect upon a crowd as upon that one man. Foggy,

wet, and cheerless weather sends people to their homes

with a contented mind, if they feel they can hold their

own until the return of sunshine
;

just as a storm

causes navigators to run for a harbour, or seek the

nearest shelter from its fury. When buyers keep away

from the markets, prices droop with their own weight,

and, from the mere absence of any buying at all, will

often fall as regards value, out of all proportion to the

extent of the sales. Such a period is a very good one

to turn round and buy, as there is sure to be a nearly

corresponding recovery with a favourable change in

the weather.

Unless there are special causes at work, during the

first month of the year the stock markets are usually

as hard and inelastic as the frozen earth outside. At

Christmas-time people make up their accounts for the

year, and most of them, having gained less than the

total pictured by their imagination, are more or less

out of humour, and disinclined to enter upon commit-
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merits outside the limits of their business proper. At

such a period, therefore, a speculator may look for fluc-

tuations which as a rule will not occur. As February

creeps on, if circumstances are generally favourable

for trade, so that the newspapers can dish up their

daily fare with sauces that encourage their readers to

look on the future with hopefulness, losses that are

written off will begin to assume less harrowing pro-

portions, and the old inclination to launch ouf will

come to the front. The professional speculative ele-

ment in the community sniffs this movement on the

part of the public with the accuracy of a pointer that

has found his birds, and they commence to draw the

credulous by fictitious prices, now and then unloading

to be ready when the relapse comes, to commence

anew when another favourable opportunity offers. As

the spring comes in, with its delights and young

verdure, and cheering early sun-rays, which draw the

notes of the lark and the linnet, the disposition be-

comes more general to disregard those strict lines of

prudence which the bleak winds of autumn and the

shorter days of an aging year, mark out so promi-

nently for observation. At a period of the year when

spring is merging in early summer, with all its plea-

sant prospect of pleasures to come, it is quite natural

to suppose that a desire should arise to make money,

by which everything could be made smooth and de-

lightful during the most enjoyable part of the year.

Then again, as the half-year wears on, there are the

dividends to look forward to, which is always an in-

ducement to buyers ; the great cities are filling with

pleasure-seekers, the import and export trade with
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foreign climes is in full activity after the liberation of

whole fleets of vessels which have lain frozen up in

northern parts during the winter. The young corn is

beginning to clothe the naked furrow, and the various

fruits of the earth are appearing, which only to read

and hear of is to fill the eye with a sense of plenty

that half converts a tory Stock Exchange operator

into an ultra-radical speculator. Under fairly favour-

able circumstances, the course of general business

during the first half of the year is more active than

during the second six months. The Parliamentary

session is in full swing, and large numbers of people

congregate in the capital towns of all European

states to transact business, no small part of which is

the investment of their surplus profits in public secu-

rities. When a new year is fairly on its
_

A FATOL'K-

legs, say in March, if war or such like able period

causes do not interfere with the natural

course of events, between that month and the end of

June, a speculator for the rise should find, on an

average, his greatest opportunities. In the London

market more especially is it so, on account of the

effect produced on the money market by the collec-

tion of the revenue, which always keeps the Bank of

England's reserve at a comparatively higher figure

during the period named, a circumstance of consider-

able importance. In the first half of the year also

there is more floating capital spread out, and more

disposition to extend credit to catch the profits that

are to be gathered when the nations of the earth are

enticed into activity and movement, both for business

and pleasure, by genial weather and long days.

D
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As regards some stocks, there will be no need to

make a special study of causes which affect the divi-

dend ; but this is not the case with railway stocks. A
speculator in railway stocks must watch the course of

trade, the colonial produce, the Manchester and Liver-

pool markets, and note the character of the business

Causes ap- doing in the great staples of industry. Upon

Value of the profitable nature of these trades depends

EAi°LwrY
"^^""y "luch the traffic receipts of railways.

Stocks. ^ Speculator devoting his attention especially

to railway stocks will, of course, analyze the reports

of the various companies, carefully noting the weekly

published traffic receipts. Then, again, there are the

northern iron and coal districts, the operations in which

affect the price of railway stocks in two ways which

are obvious. A speculator who operates solely in

railway stocks should be posted from hour to hour in

such matters, or he will be assuredly " hung up," as

the saying is, with stock on which he has made a loss.

Whether there be any more rise or not left in public

securities as a body after the turn of the half-year,

—

we are speaking from a bull point of view, as that is

The coukse
^j^g ^^y jj^ which the public, in ninety-nine

TO PURSUE AT ^ JT ' ^

THETUEsoF cases out of a hundred, operate,—we should
THE HALF
YEAR. always recommend a speculator to pack up

his traps and go right away, whether he has won or

lost on balance. If he has lost, which will probably

be the case, there is all the more reason for not con-

tinuing, for he is as certain then as the day dawns, to

increase it by going in heavily, or " plunging," as it is

termed. If he retires from the scene, and permits his

nerves to recover, he will return to be "cleaned" out
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in a more wholesome frame of mind, which will enable

him finally to quit such haunts without probably

resorting to such desperate measures as might have

been adopted, had his coffers been emptied all at once

under a July sun.

At all events, the most methodical and prudent

speculator who manages to amuse himself, and by ex-

treme care, like good whist players, leaves off at the

end of six months about even, would not dispute the

wisdom of closing his book when all the world was

going away for their holidays.

As the first half of the year is favourable for the

bull speculator, so the second half is more likely to

favour the operations of the bear. When people have

had their outing and spent their money, second

they return to business, and to think of the the yeau

necessity of prudently providing the com- pAyocR-

forts needful in the chilly autumn and cold '^"^'^"^ ^"i'-

Beau
winter. Business begins to slacken in many opeuations

important branches with the approach of that period

of the year when the days and nights come to be of

equal length all over the earth, except just under the

pole. There may be a good deal of money about at

such periods, and yet very little investment business

going on in the stock markets. It should be remem-

bered that large extra accumulations of money at the

great centres very often mean, in fact, generally, an

unprofitable state of trade ; and when the foreign ship-

ments leave no profit, from the great merchant princes

down through every link in the chain to the labourer

at thirty shillings a week, the effect is felt, and there

being no profits, there is obviously nothing in the

D 2
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shape of surplus gain to invest. On the contrary,

most people wish to sell. In the later months of the

year locomotion for nearly all purposes begins to

diminish both as regards business and pleasure, which

affects the receipts of the railway companies. If there

should have been a bountiful harvest, an important

favourable influence may thus be exercised ; but even

as regards this, it has been evident for many years

past that the harvest question in England is of com-

paratively diminishing importance, and there is every

prospect that much of the land now under corn will

return by degrees to its primitive state, and will pay

better as pasture for fattening beasts.

As we spoke of the Bank of England becoming

temporarily rich, by the accumulation of revenue early

in the year, so it becomes, as a rule, poor in the

autumn. People are getting more used to this ebb

and flow in Threadneedle Street, and the trouble it

caused when Mr. Lowe first begun experimenting is

not now experienced to the same extent ; but still it is

one of the elements which is disadvantageous, and to

be kept in view by the speculator as a regularly

recurring adverse influence.

It is, of course, of the last importance to keep a

watch over the foreign exchanges, as these are affected

more or less at certain periods when the imports and

exports of special kinds of produce and manufactures

are active.

Other influences which occur with machine-like

regularity will be referred to as occasion may require,

and we now proceed to go more into detail.

We will take activity among buyers :—It is clear
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that active buying in any market arises from a strong

demand from persons who desire to purchase .
•^ • Activity

for reasons known to themselves. A strong among

bond fide demand for securities means that

the public is making money, as they do not enter

the stock markets as bo7id fide purchasers, unless

they have surplus monies which they desire to

invest and put by in the form of savings. Now, a

speculator who is watching for an opportunity to buy

should keep in view one set of circumstances as

favourable to his operations in the same way that a

seller should watch for an opposite combination of

causes as favourable for speculative sales. A bull

speculator should know that his great opportunity

occurs after securities generally have been the bull

driven down in price by a severe commer-
to^.'s^gkeat

cial crisis, which has compelled holders of chance.

stocks upon a large scale to realize. In other words,

when prosperity is beginning to revive after a pro-

longed stagnation, and the prices of stocks are very

low, the bull speculator's great chance occurs. When
the great industries of a nation seem to rise as from

the grave, and where llfelessness and inactivity ruled

before the blows of the hammer resound and the blast

furnace roars, a new life springs through the arteries

of the commercial system, and the result is a rise in

public securities. The solid rise in the price of stocks

is that caused by the hard money-buying by a public

that is well to do. At such a time the bull speculator

should be in the van, for then the golden harvest pre-

pared for his special sickle invites the reaper. Every

trade gets its turn to a certainty. We will say, during
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a period of prosperity, a general recovery of the

sounder stocks to a level at which they yield on the

money invested 4^ per cent, per annum, takes two

years from the time the advance had fairly set in.

During that two years is the bull speculator's oppor-

tunity. If he does not make money then, he never

will. Now we come more to the minutiae :
" Any jack-

ass can take a profit, but it requires a devilish clever

fellow to cut a loss," is a well-worn expression in the

city of London, but there was never a truer one.

During the two years of recovery in prices to which
The great ^g jjg^yg referred, there will be a great num-
IMPORTANCE ' ^
oFEBiNGNowber of Small periods of time when the bull
AND AGAIX
ALTOGETHER speculator should be out of the markets alto-
CLEAR OF THE

, T J • J 1 i1 -J
Markets, gether. lo decide when those periods are

to be is his pons asinoricm. After he has once realized

the importance of having his accounts open ready for

the periodical waves to carry him in and land his

profit, the difficulty is to get him to realise the im-

portance of keeping out while the water sweeps back,

carrying with it the greedy speculators, who were not

content to take their profits. After every great rise

comes a fall, and the secret of such success as is

possible lies in the buyer getting out at or near the

top and in again at the bottom. It is obvious that a

speculator must watch for the ever-changing circum-

stances to reveal themselves and act accordingly. We
will suppose nothing extraordinary happens, such as a

war, famine, or pestilence, but that the influences during

tlie two years are of the ordinary type. There are the

settlements. As a fortnightly settlement approaches,

prices as a rule move more or less in an opposite
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direction to that which they have taken for some days

previous, the extent being in proportion to the move-

the loregoing- movement, ror instance, 11 prices xear
.

THE SeTTLE-
for the first week of an account prices have ments.

fallen heavily for some reason, such as a sharp bullion

drain and a sudden rise in the value of money, there

will almost to a certainty be a recovery, because a

heavy fall is generally occasioned largely by bear

speculators, who will begin to buy back as the account

approaches, causing a recovery in values. If a specu-

lator, therefore, is out of the markets when a fall is

taking place, he is almost sure to make money by buy-

ing .at the reduced figures as an account approaches.

Then among minor influences, which are regularly

recurring, are the "drawings" attached to most

foreign stocks, and to all that have been issued for

many years past. When a drawing approaches, other

things not being unfavourable, there will probably be

some buying for the chance of getting a bond or two

drawn, and the price will improve.
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CHAPTER III.

THE RIGHT TEMPERAMENT FOR A PROFESSIONAL

SPECULATOR.

A MAN who wins by haphazard speculation, who
chances to operate successfully until he has filled his

pockets, and retires with his gains from so fascinating

an arena, is one in a hundred. Any one who knows
anything of Stock Exchange speculation will confirm

the statement that, to the ordinary run of men, the

game is not worth the candle. There are, however,

conditions under which speculation, in a market where
ten or fifty thousand pounds can be lost in half-an-

hour, may, under given conditions, be systematically

practised profitably. First, and most important per-

haps of all those conditions, is the temperament of

the speculator, upon which we propose to speak in

this chapter.

A man who is excitable and easily led away from a

set purpose will, if he go deep into speculation, be

soon involved in hopeless ruin. A method of proceed-

ing, that has been formed by a careful judgment
which has provided for all contingencies, once adopted,

should be adhered to as a rule. To be able to follow
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this advice it is necessary that a speculator should

possess a coolness that is not affected by cool-head-

the excitement into which others are thrown indiTen^

by unexpected events ; that he should cul- ctsmTioN

tivate the art of concealing the dissatisfac-

tion felt on sustaining a loss, which is read at once

in the face of a nervous or excitable man ; and that

he should have the power of calling forth emotions

which are the opposite of those commonly manifested

under given circumstances. In speaking of the

conditions under which speculation may be successfully

pursued as a business, it must be understood that we
are referring to the one man in the hundred—the

professional operator—who will frequently in the elabo-

ration of his arrangements find it necessary to be in

the markets himself, gaining what advantage he can

by personally dealing either as a jobber or a broker.

It is obvious that, when a man enters a market with a

view to doing business, his object is to transact it

upon the most favourable terms for himself. He
confronts those who are prepared to deal with him

either way, that is, to buy or to sell. According as

he " opens" to the dealers, or, in other words, indicates

what he wants to do, the dealers will make their

prices. If he be a buyer they will try to get him to

pay as high a price as possible, and vice versa. His

business therefore, if he be really a buyer, is to try to

look as if he were a seller. He may enter the market

under a variety of influences. He may know from

private sources, for certain, that a stock Is about to

improve much, and Ije may intend to buy as much as

he can get at a fixed limit as regards price. If he is
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anxious to operate largely, and possess but a poor

control over his countenance, the probabilities are

that he will be read at once, and the market be

immediately raised above his limit if he attempt to

buy any considerable sum. In the same way, if, being

a broker, he is instructed to get a client out of a large

amount of stock for any particular reason, the suspi-

cion of which he is not able to conceal, the price will

be lowered to him in an instant, unless it be an easy

market to deal in, or by chance an opposite influence

springs up at the moment to improve the price.

Ninety-nine men out of a hundred when they are

made stockbrokers are comparatively young, who make

a start for themselves after having been many years

clerks. These men are eager for profit, and commence

at once to go through a course of training which daily

saps from their physical powers the very element upon

which a cool temperament rests. The hurry-scurry,

wear and tear strain upon the nerves which is involved

in running from one client to another for orders,

deprives a man by degrees of those qualities, if he

ever possessed them, which are indispensable to the

professional speculator. A man whose daily bread for

his wife and family depends upon the execution of a

certain amount of business, must of necessity manifest

some degree of eagerness to do the business intrusted

to him, and that eagerness keeps up a strain upon

the nerves, and through them upon his physical powers,

which weakens the capacity of forming very rapidly a

correct judgment, and renders the intelligence liable

to become confused under circumstances when to lose

the head for a moment may involve a certain loss of
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money. Professional speculators are consequently very

seldom men engaged in the business of dealing in

stocks and shares for others, as the kind of labour is

incompatible with the maintenance of the cool tem-

perament which is necessary to success.

There is nothing like unsystematic speculation to

destroy the cool temperament of a man. A loss

incurred through hasty ill-matured operations renders

him impatient to recover it, which probably

leads to its being doubled. If he chance to lessnessof
Haphazard

recover the loss, mstead of pausmg to specula-

reflect upon the surprise created in him-

self by a result only feverishly hoped for, he goes

on blindly tempting fortune, only to experience

ups and downs which unsettle his judgment more

and more, until he begins to "plunge," when all is

soon over.

Any one who has moved about at all amongst

financial experts, and has closely observed them, must

have noticed that they seem to be men far above the

average as regards penetrative intelligence, appearing

to possess that calm precision of judgment which, as

a rule, is only secured by the deliberations of many

persons. Men who have amassed a great deal of money,

by their own unaided intelligence, have been men of

steady accurate foresight, men who have possessed a

large capacity of judging what the public will do in

the stock markets under certain circumstances. A
great speculator must make it his study to accurate

gather into a focus the various effects that f>'J^^si««t.

are likely to arise under a given transformation of

circumstances, analyze them, set one against the other,
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and calculate out the effect that will be caused when

their forces are spent.

We will now suppose we are watching the speculator

of the cool calculating temperament, and also the

excitable man who is always acting on new ideas,

which, he thinks, will occur to no one else until he has

made money out of them. The cool man sits quietly

down and reasons with himself, and -arrives at the

The cool coHclusion that what is indispensable to him
man.okPho- prround work is, first, some capital, a sum
FESSIONAL o ' ' 1

Speculator, proportioned to the Contemplated extent of

his operations. Without this to commence with,

speculating under any conditions is about as sensible,

and about as likely to be followed by the desired

result, as attempting to ferry people across a deep

stream without the aid of a boat. Secondly, early

information is equally necessary from all other markets

where the securities are dealt in in which he contem-

plates speculating. To render such information as far

as possible trustworthy, a branch house in the cities

where there are important bourses is desirable. These

two portions of the machinery are absolutely indispen-

sable, if success in large operations is to be the rule

and not the exception ; and the man with the cool

temperament will probably owe his success as much to

the judgment which showed the necessity of these ac-

cessories, as to the well and timely directed operations

which, based upon them, result in profit.

With the necessary capital and machinery duly

prepared for instant action when a good opportunity

occurs, the cool man plants himself in a prominent

position from which he can discern at once the small
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cloud on the horizon which warns of the coming

storm. The telegrams in the daily press, as

they rise above such hypothetical horizon, Observ
•' -^ ^ ' OF THE

ASCE
OF THE DAILY

are the harmless or otherwise little clouds i??"';"'^™
1 ELEGHAMS
FROM
ABROAD.which our speculator will scan, making a note

of any which may seem to deserve attention

for any special reason, on account of the effect they

may be calculated to have upon the public mind.

Well-conducted journals only admit into their columns

telegrams from trusted correspondents, or from the

public companies who supply them, and whose interest

it is to adopt every precaution against imposition.

An important telegram in a high class journal standing

on its merits will always produce more or less effect,

and it is of much consequence, but in the second rank,

in the chain of machinery necessary to ensure success

for the speculator, that he be posted hourly throughout

the day in the telegraphic news which reaches the seat

of his operations. Side by side with this telegraphic

intelligence which appears in the press, the speculator

will receive private telegrams in cipher from his cor-

respondents abroad, and according to his skill and

intelligence in reading between the lines of the two,

and judging of the probable course of events by their

light, will he be able to operate profitably or not.

Pure- speculation as a business, the sole object of

which is to gain money, is, from the point of view of

risk, removed far out of the ordinary path in which

men labour for profit. Only a small percentage of

men desire, even if they thought they possessed the

required exceptional qualities, to gain their living in

such a way. Most men reason that life is short, and
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that to spend it always in an atmosphere of excite-

ment, under circumstances which keep up a constant

destructive mental strain, is a mode of gaining money

that involves too heavy sacrifices. The speculator

who deliberately selects that calling must consequently

be a man peculiarly constituted. He is generally a

man of rather singular habits of thought, who thinks

it quite legitimate to start a Juggernaut, and drive it

over the crowd, if thereby he can do it profitably.

Perfectly legitimate processes of working a market

with him, would be considered little better than cheat-

ing by the ordinary run of men. He employs sys-

tematically all sorts of devices for getting the better

of others who are ignorant and less sharp in foreseeing

events than he. He does not scruple to lay traps,

and drive the public into them, by plying them with

fictitious telegrams, if he can get them published, and

by forming syndicates to "rig" the markets. He
partakes, indeed, a good deal of the nature of the

bandit, who prepares the way for forcing concession to

his demands by firing a volley into the carriage of the

traveller to whom he is going to give the choice of his

money or his life.

If he intends to buy a large amount of stock, which

he knows is going to rise, he throws off the cloak of

secrecy when he enters the market to sell, and depresses

the price as a preliminary feint, so that the

iisHNEss contemplated rigging of the price may be
HEARTED- g^g Uttlc encumbercd by bulls as possible.
NESa OF THE .' 1^

TioNAi' When it is known in a market that a great
Speculator,

gpgculator is Selling, Weak bulls are speedily

frightened out, and when he has such an ob-
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ject in view it is his '" game" to intimidate with all the

force of his prestige and the power of his capital.

Such a man must have a concrete hardness of indif-

ference through which nothing can penetrate to his

heart. It is as necessary to the success of his opera-

tions that he possess no more regard for the feelings

or pockets of other people than a hungry tiger would

for him if he were airing himself unconcernedly in a

Bengal jungle. He has a purpose in view, just as a

surgeon has when the amputation of a leg has been

decided upon. The speculator's sole aim in the

operation is the profit, towards which he cuts his way,

regardless of the nature of the obstacles to be over-

come, just as the knife is plunged into the flesh,

severing the arteries, muscles, and sinews that sur-

round the bone which it is the object to reach and saw

through.

F^or a man to tread a path in which he must sys-

tematically not only disregard the interest of other

people, but deliberately calculate upon the weaknesses

of human nature which characterize the crowd, in order

to work upon them for his own ends, it is obvious that

he must be constituted in a quite exceptional manner,

and not in a way that it is at all desirable others

should attempt to imitate. If uninitiated people who

enter the arena in which some of the professional specu-

lators flourish, were to spend some months in gathering

information and in close observance of the -modus

operandi, so far as they can get to see and hear, many

of them would soon be persuaded that they were

utterly useless at such work, and would retire, thanking

their stars they had been sensible enough to look on
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at the game before hazarding anything themselves.

From the very fact that but few are successful as pro-

fessional speculators, it can be safely argued that but

few are competent to engage in the business at all,

even when educated in all the tricks and deceptions

necessary as collateral aids to the machinery which we

have shown, and shall show more in detail, to be a

sine qua nan. Those qualities which have, more parti-

cularly in the past, characterized the successful diplo-

matist are also of the utmost importance to the

speculator. Successful diplomatists in all times, with

few exceptions, have been men who have never

scrupled to resort to finessing, chicanery, and the rtcse

de guerre in every form under cover of a saintly inno-

cence that would shame the devil. Deception in all

its forms will be found in the armouryof the professional

speculator, and the weapons, two-edged, are employed

with a laboured precision of which a glimpse by the

outsiders is occasionally to be obtained because it is

impossible completely to conceal the fringes of the

organisation by which his gains are netted.

We now turn to the non-professional speculator, and

what a pitiable plight is that in which these gentlemen

in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred ultimately

find themselves. The members of the Stock Exchange

The non- liken their place of gathering in Capel Court
PKOFEssioN- ^Q ^ barn, and themselves to fowls inside it,
AI., OB HAP-
HAZAKD who repair thither every day to pick up the
Speculator. . . , , , ,, _,, .

golden gram thrown m by the public, i his

description is not exaggerated, and the more marvel-

lous does it become as one reflects upon the subject.

Many and many is the man that has toiled and earned
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a fortune to produce him a competence for the rest of

his days, who has been lured into that fatal vortex, in

very many cases because industry had become a habit

with him, and he found retirement irksome. " I

amuse myselfwith a little jobbing in the stock markets,

just to have some object for going up to town twice a

week," he says to a friend in the train, with whom he

chances to be travelling. Such is the beginning ofmore

sorrow in respectable households than the world has

any idea of. Many a pensive countenance furrowed by

the Stock Exchange, carries in its deep lines the index

to a heavy volume of lugubrious family history, which,

partly from pride and partly from shame, is sealed

but to the few who must know its contents. Prosperity

brings wealth in its train, and people put by at first

their gains, until a taste for the excitement of dabbling

in the markets grows into a thirst, and from that into

a mania, which is generally the frontier to be repassed

with empty money-bags, and a sad heart, by a wiser,

if not a better man. It is not so easy to be good on

nothing after one has had_;^5,ooo a year, and hence a

deal of the mischief that results from the foundering

of Stock Exchange speculators.

The haphazard man, who is the antithesis of the

professional speculator, will generally be found as

differently constituted as are the results of his opera-

tions. The man who makes a study and business of

speculating, investigating every detail that it seems

necessary to probe until he has adapted it to the rest

of his machinery, will be found to be a hard-grained

man, sailing very close to the wind, while your per-

sistently haphazard man is mostly a person of flabby
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character, and no less flabby mind, as easily frightened

off a line that he has set himself to follow, in the

innocence of a heart that expands with a delusive con-

sciousness of possessing power, as a stray rabbit.

Such a class of man is to be found by hundreds in the

haunts of the stock markets, and they are always

fidgetting in and out, first as little bulls, and then

as little bears, disappearing after a sharp panic

like flies from a joint of meat that is rudely disturbed

by the shop-boy, with the important difference that

whereas the flies always get something, the specu-

lators invariably drop their money.

The following letter which appeared in the Spectator

of the 4th October, 1873, struck us as being a propos,

as regards a portion of it, of this part of our subject.

It affords another instance of the success which follows

the trial of a haphazard speculator's " scientific plan."

In playing against a public bank the gambler should

know in these times that the science of mathematics

has been already employed on the side of the managers,

and is arrayed against him as a fixed law, working on

the side of the croupier, whether he wills it or not :

—

" A friend of mine who was not with us, but who had had many
weeks' experience at Monaco, had communicated a little plan for

an all but moral certainty of winning, which was founded on the

most scientific principles, but the only defect of which was that the

banks gave one no conceivable means of carrying it into practice,

—a defect, indeed, which I believe he himself had verified by leaving

Monaco a loser, in spite of his scientific plan. His idea was this :

—

It is obvious that even where,—say at roulette,—the chance of the

next ' odd ' or ' even ' is precisely one in two, or one-half, the chance

of a run of any given eight results, in 3.specijied order,—such as odd,

odd, even, odd, odd, even, even, even,—will be only one in

2x2X2X2X2X2X2X2, or one in 256. If, then, my
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friend bethought himself, you could but steadily stake your money so

as to stake it against the arrival of this highly improbable compound

event, you would be sure to win. I quite agreed in this extremely

sagacious principle, but the difficulty, unfortunately, was in the ap-

plication of the theory. The bank gives you no chance at all of

staking your money against any complex event. It admits only of

your staking it in favour of, or against, the simple elements of this

compound event. And, unfortunately, though it always remains

highly improbable that any specified run of eight will take place, as

you can only stake your money time by time on each single one of

the eight component elements of the event, and as, in each of them

separately, the chance is one in two, and not one in 256, it is simply

impossible by the rules of the game so to play as to have the chances

in your favour. I did, indeed, think of requesting the bank to let

me stake on the result of two or three successive twirls of the roulette

table, instead of on one at a time, but since my French was extremely

bad, hardly adequate to protesting against the accidental raking-up

of my money when I had actually won, and since, had it been better,

I had no hope that the authorities would comply with a request so

very unsafe for themselves,—the drift of which, indeed, the croupiers

might hardly have caught at the first suggestion, but would certainly

have suspected,—I reluctantly abandoned my friend's scientific re-

ceipt for winning, and was contented to lose.

" The gamblers of our party were but three in number, and all firm

of purpose not to exceed the small risk we had prescribed for our-

selves of 1 25 francs each. I was the eldest and rashest of the three,

my money being soonest gone, though not for two or three hours,

and it was never for a moment doubtful but that I should be a loser

in the end. My companions were both cooler and cannier in their

play. They did not, like me, precipitately put down their money

before the croupiers had raked up the stakes lost by the previous

catastrophe. They did not stretch over other players so awkwardly

as I did,—indeed, the croupiers had to rebuke me mildly, by begging

me to use a rake ; and then, when I did use the rake, I managed

to knock the most desperate gambler in the room about the head

with it, and draw forth a fierce remonstrance, which made me recall

with uncomfortable vividness that there was a pistol-practising

ground (' Tir-au-pistolet ') in the garden of the hotel, which would

E 2
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readily furnish the instruments for a meeting, wherein I should

hardly have come off with a mere moral lesson. Indeed, I felt clear,

after watching my companions,—one of them a shrewd counsel

learned in the law, the other a cool, sagacious Cantab, who came

out high in the Tripos the other day,—that neither of them had the

true gambling instinct as strongly as I, though so far as their ex-

perience went, it seemed to confirm my own. And what was that

experience ? This chiefly,—that I was distinctly conscious of par-

tially attributing to some defect or stupidity in my own mind every

venture on an issue that proved a failure ; that I groped about

within me for something in me like an anticipation or warning

(which, of course, was not to be found) of what the next event was

to be, and generally hit upon some vague impulse in my own mind

which determined me ; that whenever I succeeded, I raked up my
gains with a half-impression that I had been a clever fellow, and had

made a judicious stake, just as if I had really moved a skilful move
at chess ; and that when I failed, I thought to myself, ' Ah, I knew
all the time I was going wrong in selecting that number, and yet I

was fool enough to stick to it,' which, of course, was a pure illusion,

for all that I did really know was that the chance was even, or much
more than even, against me. But this illusion followed me through-

out. I had a sense of deserving success when I succeeded, and of

having failed through my own wilfulness, or wrong-headed caprice

of choice, when I failed. When, as not unfrequently happened, I

put a coin on the corner between four numbers, receiving eight times

my stake if any of the four numbers turned up, I was conscious of

an honest glow of self-applause. I could see the same flickering

impressions around me. One man, who was a great winner, evi-

dently thought exceedingly well of his own sagacity of head, and

others also, for they were very apt to follow his lead as to stakes, and
looked upon him with a sort of temporary and provisional, though

purely intellectual, respect. But what quite convinced me of the

strength of this curious fallacy of the mind, was that when I heard

that the youngest of my companions had actually come off a slight

winner, having at the last moment retrieved his previous losses by

putting his sole remaining two-franc-piece out of a hundred-and-

twenty-five francs he was willing to risk, on the number which repre-

sented his age, and gained in consequence thirty- two times his stake,
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my respect for his shrewdness distinctly rose, and I became sensible

of obscure self-reproaches for not having made use of like arbitrary

reasons for the selection of the various numbers on which I had

staked my money during the period of my own play. It was true

that there was no number high enough, sad to say, for that which

would have represented my own age, so that I could not have staked

on that,—but then, why not have selected numbers whereon to

stake that had some real relation to my own life, the day of the

month which gave me birth, or the number of the abode in which I

work in town ? Evidently, in spite of the clearest understanding of

the chances of the game, the moral fallacy which attributes luck or

ill-luck to something of capacity or gift, or incapacity and deficiency,

in the individual player, must be profoundly ingrained in us. I am
convinced that the shadow of merit and demerit is thrown by the

mind over multitudes of actions which have no more possibility of

either wisdom or folly in them than—granted, of course, the folly of

gambling at all—the selection of the particular chance on which you

win or lose. When you win at one time, and lose at another, the

mind is almost unable to realise steadily that there was no reason

accessible to yourself why you won and why you lost. And so you

invent—what you know perfectly well to be a fiction—the concep-

tion of some sort of inward divining-rod which guided you right

when you used it properly, and failed only because you d'd not

attend adequately to its indications.

"Such is the experience which I carried away with me from amidst

the objectionable smells, the unsavory company, the malignant

gnats, the haggard revelry, and the general moral squalor of Saxon-

ies-Bains ; and when my wife reproached me, with triumphant

references to her own warnings, for the missing five pounds, I

replied, what I really feel,—though I know I shall never convince her

of it,—that my experience was not dearly bought. Is it the only case

in which the fiction that we ourselves have earned—whether good

or evil fortune'—forces itself with absured tenacity upon us } Luther

himself could hardly have desired a better proof than this of the

pranks which the imagination plays us when dealing with that sense

of merit and demerit, so closely bound up with our human egotism.

We give ourselves credit, and get credit, I suspect, for a vast deal

more both of wisdom and folly in life than we deserve. Are nine-
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tenths of the prizes and the blanks of life at all more ascribable to

any fine selective purpose or deficiency thereof in him who draws

them, than my losses, or my friend the Cantab's sudden retrieval

of his loss ? Yet I still look upon that able and thoughtful youth

with a deep sense of respect for his cleverness in retrieving his losses,

and on myself with a melancholy consciousness that, like ' Traddles

'

in ' David Copperfield,' my native awkwardness of mind must have

been the cause of my very moderate reverses.—I am, Sir, &c.,

" An Instructed Gambler."*

The greatest misfortune that can happen to the

haphazard speculator is for him to make money

The Mis- the first two or three " accounts." He will,
POKTUNE OP • 1 • i1 JI i 1 1 1

EARLY in such a case, in the hrst place believe

himself to possess some uncommon luck, or

a shrewdness for selecting a security that was about to

move in the direction he had reckoned upon. The

operations of the most stupid speculator are frequently

attended with such results, just as they might also be

on his first essay at pitch-and-toss. Such incipient

luck, by drawing forth the commendations of others,

especially of the brokers—who do not generally err on

the side of warning the individual against the dangers

which beset such a path—builds up in him a false

estimate of his powers. Early success associates his

mind with the gains and not with the losses, and the

latter are incurred subsequently with a light heart, as

a sort of accident that will be sponged out by the

results of the next throw.

A case came under our notice of the extreme danger

of good luck attending a first operation, but it was in

* Letter to " Spectator,'' of October 4th, 1873, Saxon-Les Bains : a

study in the Psychology of Gambling.
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another market. A Spaniard had settled in London

with his wife and family, and had entered into partner-

ship with another gentleman. Much money had been

made in iron, and prices had attained to an unpre-

cedented figure (it was in 1872). He bought on pure

speculation 30,000 tons, and cleared ^6,000 profit.

Elated with such success, his next operation was a

purchase of 40,000 tons. The price fell ^i a ton.

He lost all his own and his partner's money, and fled

from the country leaving his family destitute.

But when two or three losses have been incurred the

confidence becomes somewhat shaken, especially after

a large operation has been attempted, so as to recover

the losses on several smaller ones at one coup, and has

failed. Then some sort of a system will be tried, but

the bad judgment which has landed the haphazard

speculator so far without his having perceived the

necessity of machinery and a system, will prevent his

adhering to any set purpose. Such a man acts on

this information and on that, led away by the plausi-

bility of a wiser head possessed by a person who goes

about like a big fish in the deep waters, disposing of

the smaller fry for his own purposes.

To dig to the bottom of the question without at-

tempting further to widen it, what are the chances

against the haphazard speculator? If we ask our-

selves whether we have known personally any indi-

viduals who have succeeded as haphazard speculators,

we must reply emphatically in the negative. It occurs

to us on making this observation that we have heard

of one individual, who may be described as a hap-

hazard speculator who did get clear off with ;^ 100,000,
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and we believe it to be correct. Everything he

touched chanced to go the right way until one morning

he raised his hat to his friends and the members who

were in the markets at the time, and bid them farewell.

He was a solitary instance of a man with sufficient

strength of character to say to himself, " Thus far shalt

thou go and no farther," and he adhered to it. Many
had made as much before, but they could never stop

until it was all lost again. How is it so little is heard

of those who venture and fail, for the practice would

Vert few ^^ greatly discouraged if the failures always

MADE^'"^^ came to light. All concerned are interested

in keeping such matters quiet for obvious

reasons. The broker who does the business for the

speculator can measure his means pretty well at the

outset, and takes care to keep his client informed so

that he may persuade him to diminish his commit-

ments if the times are not promising. The business is

remunerative enough to make it worth while to run

some risk, and as the client will have always something,

at least, to meet his losses with, the broker is gener-

ally prepared for accidents. The speculator will, for

his own sake, keep his misfortunes to himself, and so

the new men come on, never knowing how many have

gone irretrievably into the gulf before them until they

have passed the fatal barrier of actual experience

from which, in all but a very few cases, there are

vestigia nulla retrorsum.

The chances are overwhelmingly against the class of

speculatorwith whom we are nowdealing, for the follow-

ing reasons : He has no money, as a rule, worthy of the

name of capital, and consequently if he is caught deep
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in by any of the thousand and one accidents that may
burst like a thunder-clap on the top of the markets any

hour of any day in the week, he is unable to "see it

out," as the saying goes. Not being able to take his

stock off the market, the settling day occurs before a

sufficient recovery takes place, and he is done for.

Where there is an exposure to such a catastrophe,

that may happen at any moment and sweep away the

entire fund, it is obvious that the game is not worth the

shadow of a candle-end, to say nothing of the substance.

Yet this is the common condition of the haphazard

speculator. He stands at the edge of a precipice

knowing that a puff of wind will blow him over, and

that it may come at any moment.

Supposing, for the sake of argument, we put such

a possibility of accident out of the question, and

imagine the haphazard speculator not to be exposed

to the contingency of such a collapse, what do we find

in the second rank of chances against him ? In the

first place his attention, as a rule, will be drawn to a

stock by, we will say, its upward movement. He
thinks to himself, " That stock has been getting up,

why shouldn't I have some of it ?" and he buys, allured

as are many others who wait to buy of those who have

rigged the market up to a certain price, and then send

the "tip" round to buy. The haphazard man thus

assists probably the professional and systematic specu-

lator to unload. He has got in at the top, and only

sees his mistake by getting out at the bottom.

Secondly, he very seldom pauses after having taken

the decision to operate, owing to some special cir-

cumstance, to reflect upon the minor surroundings
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which are very necessary to keep in view. What are

these ? To buy on the eve of a settlement is a mis-

take, as a rule. In Stock Exchange speculation the

exceptions are ofthe utmost importance, as for instance

—When there has been a very sharp fall in the middle

of an account, and it is known that the depression

has been due to any considerable extent to bear

operations, there will nearly always be a recovery on

the eve of the account, caused by the bears taking

their profits. The converse will also necessitate an

operation of an exceptional nature, as when values

have been driven up to a high point in an account by

the bulls, to sell would be the line to take as the

account approached, because the bulls might be

reckoned on to take their profits in the same way. As

a rule, however, prices tend to droop as the settle-

ment approaches, owing to sales. The haphazard

speculator is always very much discouraged when he

has to pull up a loss, he should consequently avoid as

much as possible incurring it. If he does not keep

these important influences in mind, he will assuredly

have to pay for the negligence.

Then there is the fatal blunder made by almost every

inexperienced speculator, of never being satisfied with

a moderate profit. If he buys, and the price rises \,

he cannot make up his mind to take it, but must wait

Greediness for f ; when it has reached that he must have

Loss. I per cent. ; and when that rise has been

attained to, he wants another | or J to cover the

commission. Like the dog, in attempting to grasp

the shadow of his bone, he loses all. This is of

daily occurrence in numerous instances, and is one

of the fatal weaknesses bound up in the frailty of
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human nature, from which only the strongest and

coolest temperaments are able to emancipate them-

selves. Speculators never set sufficient value upon

the importance of avoiding a loss : they think only of

the profits. As it is with our money affairs, when we

say, Look after the pence, the pounds will take care

of themselves ; so it is with speculation, look after the

losses, the profits will take care of themselves. " Never

refuse a profit," is a golden motto for the speculator,

which unhappily few of them in their greediness have

the courage to adopt.

In parting company, for the present, with the hap-

hazard speculator, to whom we have yet more to say

worthy of his attention, we would strongly re-

commend him if he finds it impossible to leave one's own111 T 1 • 1
Counsel

it alone altogether, to keep his own counsel.

Do not listen to what other people have to recommend.

People who are engaged in commerce in all its multi-

farious ramifications, care only for themselves, and forno

other single soul ; It is at all times consequently idle to

put any other construction upon advice to buy a certain

stock, tendered apparently, with the most benevolent

motives, than that it is to serve directly, or indirectly, the

purpose of him who recommends the purchase. In busi-

ness every one is for himself, and, as the saying is, "the

devil take the hindmost." A man who takes to specu-

lating, and has not enough stability of character to lay

down certain principles for his guidance, to be rigidly

adhered to as a rule, or is possessed of an excitable

temperament, had better flee from the thought of

engaging in so dangerous a vocation, for his ventures

will assuredly result in the speedy dissipation of his

inheritance, be it large or small.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE INCREASE OF SPECULATION IN STOCKS

AND SHARES.

T HE excitement which most men feel in gambling

in one shape or another leads to its being prac-

tised to a very large extent, in spite of legal pro-

hibition and the vigilance of detectives. Public bet-

ting houses have been suppressed, and it

Stock Ex- seems that betting on horse-racing has dimi-
CHANGE
GAMBLING filshed t whlle on the contment, as govern-
INGREASES "
IN Europe ments havc found themselves able to fill the
WHILE

fNo-HousB'^' national exchequer in a legitimate manner,

^ECLmE™ Homburg, Baden-Baden, Ems, and the like,

are no longer the chosen resort of rouge-et-

noir players ; but the vice has only broken out in other

places, the results of which will be probably far more

disastrous at Berlin, Frankfort, and Vienna, in their

respective stock markets, as time goes on, than ever

followed the play in the gilded saloons at the places

mentioned.

If it be conceded that playing for money, to which

end speculation likewise in any other commodity than

stocks and shares is simply the means, produces a

pleasurable sensation in a man, and that very few
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men do not experience it some time or other, who

have the opportunity of calling it forth, the greater

number of men whose position enables them to gamble,

will probably do it. At every rise and fall in a

country's prosperity there is a flow and ebb in the tide

of speculation, not only in stocks and shares, specula-

but in all markets. We refer now to that out

class of speculation which is an excrescence

of prosperous times. A merchant's business times.

is at all times more or less of a speculative nature, it

cannot be otherwise ; but this is very different from the

speculation of outsiders in commodities which they

know nothing about. Many persons would, no doubt,

think it strange that there should be a feverish specu-

lation sometimes carried on in such an article as

pepper. Yet syndicates are occasionally formed for

quietly buying up this article, and ascertaining the

exact amount in stock, and the probable quantity that

will reach the market by ship within a given time.

When the syndicate has complete command of the

supply, they commence to "rig" the market, or put

the price up, then put the public in and let it down

again. In the stock markets the bond fide operations,

as compared with the speculative, are probably as i to

20 at most, and in the colonial produce and other

markets the proportion is only something more. It

may be imagined, therefore, to what an extent the

speculative operations in an article like pepper may be

carried when it is considered that the weekly deliveries

for consumption amount to 250 tons.

One inevitable evil attending all forms ofcommercial

prosperity is that they are built up in so large a degree
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upon a basis of unremunerative speculation. Such a

foundation only serves as a sufficient support to the

Commercial Superstructure, while the pressure upon it

PBospEKiTY (jQgg jjQ^- pa^gg ^ certaiH limit. If, for example,
"UNHEALTHILY ^ ' 1 '

FOSTERED BT it bc acccpted as proved that one Stock Ex-
Illegitimate

, , . J , - . .

Specula- change transaction in twenty is oonajide, it

is obvious that when the speculation in those

markets shrinks up for the time, which it is sure to do

when it has had its run, a number of stock-brokers

whose business has been established by reason of the

increase of speculative operations must fail, unless they

have made enough money during the period of un-

usual activity to be able to live through the period of

stagnation that intervenes before the next revival.

And after every commercial revulsion a large number

of them do fail, and it is not easy to estimate the

mischief that is occasioned by the shock that is com-

municated to trade and production by the sudden and

complete stoppage of these extra streams of expendi-

ture.

There are great foci whence proceed currents of

profit. The currents of profit may be traced to the

great seats of the national industries. The money

made, for example, by the great cotton and iron manu-

facturers of this country, distributes itself in a hundred

streams from Lancashire and Yorkshire, to keep within

The In- the bounds of two counties. The larger
PLUENCE OP _.,,•,
Trade Pro- currents iiow mto the pockets of two classes,

Tira Stock those who are very rich, and those who are

Markets. moderately so ; while the smaller streams

trickle into the cottages of the labourer and artisan.

The wealthy direct their new gains as they flow in,
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into the markets for public securities, and the

gains of the labourers follow to some extent in the

same direction at a slower pace, through the lower

middle class, whose profits increase by the aug-

mented consumption of all the primary articles, in

which weekly wages are laid out. In both cases

the currents of profit starting from the great foci

of production, spread, embracing all classes of the

community, like the winter's snows gathered in their

wealth in the mountain heights, which are loosened

by the summer sun to flow over and irrigate the

grateful plains below, and are again gathered up to

a large extent for distribution through the Stock

Exchanges of Europe.

When this volume of profit begins to be felt in the

stock markets, the harvest time for the professional

speculator commences, and with the increase in the

amount of the profits of the nation the number of

securities increases also. The public securities quoted

in the bourses of Europe at the present time

amount to thousands of millions sterling crease in

more than existed a quarter of a century ago. op trade
"P TJ Q -piT rjTQ

Side by side with this increase in stocks and healised,

, , ,
CAUSES AN

shares has the speculation in them mcreased increase m
^ THE NUMHRR

also. Such has been the growth, indeed, of °^ securi-

speculation that several joint stock com-

panies have been formed, which are nothing more nor

less than syndicates of speculators who have invited

the public to join them in buying up a number of

securities and making a profit by selling them at

enhanced values. A few skilful Stock Exchange prac-

titioners at the head of these concerns have, in many
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instances, made an excellent business out of the

operations, by systematically raising the necessary

capital and taking the securities off the market, which

practically illustrates in broad daylight the legitimate

method by which speculation may be pursued as a

business, as we have already stated in Chapter III.

The fact of speculation having come to be practised

Specula- ^^ established Companies, where before it

tIbushed^" was a kind of business that it was considered
Companies. i. _ n -t.!necessary to pursue as secretly as possible,

proves how strong is the tendency of the age in which

we live to make royal roads to wealth.

Speculation, as we know it in our time, is a very

different affair from what it was fifty, and even thirty,

years ago. Value in all markets in our day is un-

settled with the lightning flash that laughs at the bed

of the Atlantic as no better than a span of space,

while the forces that close in on all sides, representing

demand and supply, with k responsive thunder-clap,

adjust the new level as each market grasps in a moment
the cause of the disturbance.

One of the great evils which follows upon the in-

crease of speculation is the demoralisation it brings in

its train. Money easily made is very often as easily

lost, after which it is difficult to rekindle that
The Demo-
ralisation healthy desire to work which is fostered bv
caused by ' -'

succ^E^s^'^''^
the acquirement of moderately increasing

gains through close application to business.

Money that cost but little trouble to procure is gener-

ally carelessly spent, which, as a rule, does more harm
than good to him that gained it.

The commencement of a new era in speculation
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dates from November 13th, 1851, when a telegraph

cable was successfully laid across the Straits of Dover,

and the opening and closing prices of the the new
funds in Paris were known at the London sp^ctVa^

Stock Exchange within business hours. From "°*''

that day one European bourse after another has joined

hands, and the political shock which affects one market,

henceforth acts through the electric wires, more or

less upon all, according to the extent to which the

same securities are dealt in at the different cities.

Side by side with the acquirement of means by the

masses of those European states which up to a com-

paratively recent date have been poor, has speculation

as a business grown, and it has been making rapid

strides from the breaking out of the civil war in

America, when the augmented price of cotton laid the

foundations for the manufacture of this staple in parts

of Austria and Prussia, vjhere it has taken root, and

according to all accounts flourishes in successful com-

petition as regards certain descriptions of cotton

fabrics with the mills of Lancashire. New seats of pro-

duction have been created, and new currents of profit

have found for themselves centres for investment.

The sharp little panic which broke out on the

Vienna bourse in April, 1873, was due to the through
^ , J Oter-specu-

too heavy superstructure 01 the new, and lation in1111 Austria.
much too rapid, speculation, reared recklessly

upon very slender foundations. There, in a city com-

paratively innocent of such collapses, might be seen the

demoralisation which follows upon hastily and too

easily acquired riches. The effect of the financial crash,

which was mended up in a few weeks so that a spread of
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the crisis was for the time arrested, was such, however,

upon the nerves of all classes of the community, that

the journals had leaders written in such desponding

phrases, that readers at a distance from the scene were

inclined to believe that the capital of Austria was

about for ever to be blotted out from the roll of

financial centres. Some little sympathetic effect was

produced at Berlin, where considerable inflation also

existed as a consequence of the activity in commercial

affairs, which followed the large war indemnity pay-

ments made by France. There is, in fact, on all sides

evidence that the speculation not only in stocks and

shares, but in all commodities throughout Europe, has

been carried on for several years past, on a scale which

was temporarily checked by the Franco-German war

,

far exceeding anything ever known or heard of before.

Trustworthy figures give the best and surest esti-

mate of the increase in the business of the chief stock

markets of Europe, and where we find the stock-

brokers and jobbers have increased in number we

may safely conclude that the business that is trans-

acted in the stock markets has increased also.

In the London Stock Exchange we find the number

of stockbrokers and jobbers has increased as follows.

We start from the year following the great collapse of

1866, when the ranks were perhaps somewhat thinned:

The number of Members of the London Stock Exchange

in 1867 was . . 1,261
Increase IN -n-u. anc
THE NUMBER -l^lttO .. 1868 1,297
or Members

j^jjj jgg 5
or THE ^ 'J -J

London Ditto .. 1870 1,43?
Stock .

'
'^^^

Exchange. Ditto .. 1871 '.442

Ditto .. 1872 1,620

Ditto .. 1873 1,706
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The number of members has increased as follows

:

From 1867 to 1868, an increase of 36; from 1868 to

i86g, of 59 ; from 1869 to 1870, of 77 ; from 1870 to

1 87 1, of 9; the diminished increase during this period

being no doubt traceable to the Franco-German war

;

from 1871 to 1872 an increase of 178; and from 1872

to 1873, of 86. It is evident in the increase from 1871

to 1872 that the intention of many persons to become

members during 1870 and 1871 was only postponed

until the storm raging on the Continent had passed

over. In fact it very soon became apparent from the

transfer of business, especially of a financial nature, to

London, that as soon as the war was concluded the

increase in the London Stock Exchange operations

would be larger than would otherwise have been the

case, as in fact it turned out, to speak only of the loan

operations of France and Prussia. It may with

tolerable certainty be argued that new stock-brokers

and new jobbers in the early part of their career

depend very much upon speculative commission busi-

ness, and the above figures, therefore, afford ample

evidence of the increase of speculation in these

markets.

What are the further obvious deductions from the

large increase of speculation in public securities thus

suggested, to confine ourselves to one kind of market?

If the business of the stock markets were reduced

within safe and legitimate limits, that is, was confined

to operations of a bond fide investment nature, it is

certain that no more than one-tenth, It might be one-

twentieth, of the brokers would be required to execute

properly all the orders that come into the markets.
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It follows, therefore, assuming this estimate to be

approximately accurate, in the first place that, the

number of really sound stock-brokers, who have a

steadylegitimate business, upon which pure speculation

is an excrescence not particularly encouraged or liked,

is small compared with the entire body; secondly,

that by far the greater number depend very much

for their means of support upon purely speculative

"time bargains; " and thirdly, that a crying evil of

the whole system is that speculators encourage the

establishment of new brokers, who when established

are very often compelled, perhaps against their

inclination, to encourage in their turn gambling, or

there would soon be an end of them. It is thus

evident that a large proportion of the brokers in

all markets where speculation is carried on to a large

extent, must be always living on the crust of a volcano,

in imminent peril of destruction from the moment the

tide of prosperity, which carried them into their

apparently secure and prosperous position, begins to

turn.
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CHAPTER V.

MODERN INFLUENCES UPON THE MARKETS.

Unless a speculator, whether in the stock-markets

or any other market, is prepared to lay down all the

elaborate machinery, without which, in these times, it

is utterly hopeless to attempt to achieve favourable

results in any degree, he must inevitably in the long

run lose his money.

The times are very much changed since the head of

a great financial establishment, long since gone to his

rest, set sail from the shores of France as soon as he

was well assured that Wellington was overpowering

the legions of Napoleon in 1815, hastened to London,

and bought up all the Consols he could lay

his hands on, and thereby realized a con- line op
Action.

siderable fortune for himself and his heirs at

one coup. Here is a memorable case in point as

illustrating the necessity of laying down a systematic

plan of operations and by sheer hard work, and at the

risk of life and limb carrying it out to a successful
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issue. The ordinary speculator is not to be found with

these qualities of dogged perseverance in elaborating

a plan of operations, and keeping to strict principles of

action from the outset, never allowing his mind to be

diverted from his system except under certain special

circumstances, for which a margin has been allowed.

The electric wire has changed matters very materially

in this respect. There is more ease in these times as

regards individual locomotion for the operator who has

keenly to watch the fluctuations in all markets; he has

silent, but at the same time gigantic forces, at his dis-

posal, which he can exercise in pretty nearly any

quarter of the globe where there is need for them ; but

it cuts both ways—he can make a fortune in an hour,

or less time, and lose it with the same rapidity, beyond

hope of recall should the second line of judgment

condemn the action of the first.

All the markets of the world are regulated to a

greater nicety as regards value since the more com-

plete development of railroads and of the tele-

uNiFORMiiTT graph system. Each great article ofcommerce

IN ALL*^^^ has its head quarters in its respective country,

THROUGH and value from that point is regulated at all
theDe-

. . . . 1 , .

VELOPMENT the mmor stations where it is dealt in, to use
OF THE
telegkaph a metaphor, in the same way that the right

time is flashed through the electric wire to

the principal clocks in England at one o'clock from the

Observatory at Greenwich. It is the custom con-

sequently for all the leading merchants and dealers

to be supplied by telegram with the prices current of

those articles dealt in in all other markets, in which

they are mainly interested. To compete with those
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1

who make a steady profit by buying and selling in

obedience to bond fide orders, a speculator ^ specu-

must at least have his arrangfements on ^'*^^°^ '^'''^'

'^ NOT HOPE TO

a par with the non-speculator, if even then succeed in

L 1111- -1 ^"^ Degree
he can expect to hold his own without a unless his

still more elaborate and costly system of mentsTke

obtaining information, as his necessary profits ^^ complete
=" -' ^ AS THOSE OE

can in most cases only be secured by his aManen-
. . . . . . ,

GAGED IN

being in a position to anticipate a coming bonaFide
1 . Business.
change.

Whatever be the operations of speculators who

employ little or no capital of their own, or the nature

of the transactions of those who risk what they have

belonging to them by consigning goods of various de-

scriptions to distant markets in the future, theDimi-

there can never be the same gluts that have
gi^^^J'^all

characterized the trading of former times. It maekets.

would, indeed, seem that the commerce of the world

must by degrees be carried on more and more by a

smaller number of powerful merchants, relatively to the

increase of populations and the growth of commerce,

and less and less by a greater number of small weak

houses. The nature of the system which is growing up

under the new order of things will preclude from serious

competition any but those who can afford from modern
^ Conditions

the commencement to start upon somewhat render it

. . , - .
1 , more diffi-

the same principles of action as those who cult than

already carry on and regulate the trade of
^^'^^III

the world. What chance, for instance, can mercantile
Houses to

a man have who starts in the Manchester succeed.

goods trade, with a view to shipments to the great

foreign and colonial markets, unless he can be in a
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position, by means of his telegraphic information from

all the necessary quarters, not only to avoid sending

from Manchester, goods to any particular quarter

where the market is unfavourable, but also to divert a

shipment already on the passage from its intended

destination to some other point where, in the meantime,

prices have risen ?

As the system by which the interchange of com-

modities is effected becomes more and more per-

fected, and as the division of labour settles itself down
into a well-defined science by the good and skilful

workmen concentrating their efforts, and by the bad

and unfit labourers being forced to abandon what they

are unsuited for, so will the demand for all the great

luxuries and necessities of life be supplied more com-

pletely on the joint stock principle. We see this in

all directions growing up under our eyes. Wherever

a large demand exists for any service, such, for in-

stance, as transport, or for any article of use or con-

sumption, there will the means of supplying both be

organized. We have seen it in armies, in fleets, and

in the government of countries for centuries ; and we
have been watching it for forty years in, perhaps, the

most astonishing instance there is, viz., in railways.

Formerly everybody drove in his own coach about the

country, now nobody does. We have seen it for years

past in banking, which, from the nature of the busi-

ness, would be the most easily reformed upon the

joint stock principle. It has also been working and

making inroads upon commercial houses with a force

which in the end will be irresistible, and which from

year to year makes it more difficult for small firms,
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with small capitals, to hold their own against the

larger organisations, just as it is out of the question

for any private person now to start a bank.

The incalculable mischief that is caused in com-

mercial affairs at certain periods, arises for the most

part from the operations of comparatively small houses,

which have insufficient capital to enable them to lay

down the necessary machinery for duly informing

themselves upon all the needful points about which

they should be accurately posted with untiring con-

tinuity. In a great commercial city a thoroughly

experienced banker or money-lender can say very

nearly by heart the names of the merchant houses who

are known to be beyond all question good for any

amount for which they may write their signature.

Starting from this nucleus, circles may be drawn de-

fining the various degrees of credit which may be

allowed to commercial houses, until a supposed outer-

most and largest ring of all is reached, which includes

the shaky, struggling, poor establishments.
Evert

Those whose knowledge and experience m commercial
_

Revulsion

such matters is very great could so classify i>:gTROYs

all traders. Now, it must be evident that gpEcuL^

when the chaos which follows a violent com- characte™,

mercial revulsion begins to be transformed *^'*"h^"good

into order, the business which the withdrawal into^'thb
. 1 , Hands of

of confidence is sure to throw as much as the large
Sound

possible upon the centre or nucleus of firms establish-
'

.
MENTS.

which are comparatively unaffected by any

revulsion, will commence gradually to work outwards

again, overflowing ring after ring of the supposed lines

which we suggest as defining the degrees of stability.
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This ebb and flow of the tide of credit, so to speak, is

the result of competition, and of the fluctuations in com-

mercial affairs, andmustalways recurwith greaterorless

force and rapidity. It is an automatic working of the

laws of commercial affairs which characterizes all mar-

kets. As the nature of a large proportion of mercantile

business must partake more and more of the specula-

tive character to keep pace with the keener competition

of greater capitals employed by a larger number of

first-class firms, so must the machinery requisite for

each individual firm under the altered circumstances

through which prices are affected in all markets

become more elaborate. If this view be correct it

would seem to follow that the important business of

the world must be more and more settling itself into

the hands of large capitalists ; and that although new

houses in all departments of trade will always be

starting in proportion to the aggregate growth of the

commerce of the world, the large and strong firms will

increase in a greater ratio, and the number of the small

ones will tend to diminish.

Before the invention of the telegraph, a house of

straw could paint up its name, make a show with a

few thousand pounds, and enter into very large com-

mitments for good or for bad, as it might turn out.

Shipments to a large extent could be made, and

if all turned out well, a house might thus, by a stroke

of luck, be established to occupy, perhaps, an

eminent position. On the other hand, if the first

operations resulted in ruin, it was worth the risk, and

a fresh start was made probably somewhere else under

a new title. Such instances being multiplied in all
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the great commercial centres, it is easy to understand

how markets could be glutted, prices raised to a fic-

titious level, and all the links forged into the chain

which snaps at once, when the tension upon- credit

has gone beyond a certain point. Matters however

are changed in this respect, and are changing from

day to day. So small is the expense of obtaining

information, compared with the risk of signing a

contract with a house of straw, or of doubtful

respectability, that the electric wire serves accu-

rately enough for the purpose of ascertaining the

position of a new customer who may present him-

self at a large establishment to do business. A most

salutary effect is thus in process of being worked out.

The great thing in commercial affairs is to keep out

the weak speculative element, and to drive them into

subordinate positions to work their way up in a legiti-

mate manner, to become principals. The means of

obtaining information now is so considerable, that if a

man signally fails, almost the only hope for him is to

change his name. In some instances this has been

done, and followed by astonishing success, although

the way it was achieved would, perhaps, hardly bear

close investigation.

So far, we have referred more particularly to the

altered character of modern influences upon commer-

cial markets, and we have done so because the changed

conditions which affect the value of one commodity in

the markets of the world, more or less affect all ; but,

as we are specially writing with reference to stock

markets, we only propose to touch upon other markets

in passing.
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The network of telegraphic communication, in

Europe at least, is now, in the year 1874, so far com-

plete that, when a pressure of business is felt by the sub-

marine telegraphic companies, the complaints of delay

are not frequent. The long- wires are also multi-

plying rapidly. The progress that has been made in

telegraphy was made known to many for the first time

by the circumstance being published, that the Shah

of Persia's first minister at Teheran was
The Ex- r , • , i

TENSION OF aroused out of his sleep early one mornmg.
Long
Wire Tele- during the visit of his royal master to
GKAPHT. " •'

England, to reply to a message which, to

the minister's astonishment, he discovered had a few

minutes previously been dispatched by Dr. Siemens,

an operator who had been expressly established for

the use of the Shah in Buckingham Palace.

We are of opinion that the complete communication

that is now established between the commercial and

monetary markets of Europe will tend gradually, if

not rapidly, which is very probable, to diminish the

effects of what we understand by commercial crises.

The opinion embodied in this sentence, which was

written before the American financial crisis of 1873

broke out, has been corroborated by the great assist-

ance afforded by the Atlantic cable in mitigating the

immediate effects of the first symptoms upon the

public mind, and in at once confining the disorder

within limits which would probably have been im-

possible in the absence of telegraphic communication.

The main reason why we have suffered from monetary

panics so severely during the first three quarters of

the present century has been from the absence of
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rapid communication with other monetary

and commercial centres, as well as from famines
... SHOULD

the absence of larg^e auxiliary monetary henoefokth
BE AS ImPRO-

centres holdinsf a eood averaee supply of ^ bable of° =" ° J. i ^ OCCURBENCB

cash, to be lent out on good security to 4lx^
the highest bidder for the time. The facili-

ties which now exist for applying the overplus of

grain at one centre of population to satisfy the de-

ficiency at another, has done away with famines. The

late exception of Persia proves the rule. Corn is a

commodity, and money is a commodity. What applies

to one, as regards demand and supply, applies also

to the other. A strange nervousness still exists in

some quarters about the amount of the Bank reserve,

fears being entertained that it will be found too small

when the time of pressure comes. Persons who are

so loud in their protests at reductions in the Bank

rate can never have been buyers of money themselves,

or, in other words, sellers of bills. To keep the value

of money the smallest fraction above what is actually

necessary at the time, by the capricious exercise of a

brief authority, is to commit an act of unwarrantable

injustice, and to rob the needy. We say if the Bank

directors maintain a higher rate of discount than is

necessary, they rob the needy, and compel holders of

bills to pay an illegitimately high rate of discount. It

is urged in defence of this nervousness, that the at-

tractive power of a higher rate is slow, and that the

till may be exhausted before the required supply

arrives. As and when it may be necessary the Bank

should raise or lower its rate, maintaining a reserve

which is sufficient at all times if it be about one-third
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of the liabilities. To speculate upon the future is to

attempt to discount influences which may never be

felt. To maintain for a day a higher rate than is

necessary, is to tax the public for private ends, to

reinstate Protection, and to disregard soun d economic

principles. To illustrate what we mean, take the case

of bread famines. Almost the only nation that has

suffered from the worst kind of bread famine of late

years, has been one altogether outside the pale of

civilization. At the period referred to, the telegraph

was only seen in Persia, because it was necessary to

use the territory for putting up telegraph-poles to

carry a through wire to India. As we write, there is

not a steam-whistle to be heard in that country, which

is somewhat astonishing, considering that it is so near

to us and that it is twice as big as France ; although

it must be said, in justice to His Majesty the Shah,

that he has already seen the benefits to be derived

from coming out of his dominions himself, and by

letting civilizers in, with carte blaiiche powers, to trans-

form his dominions from a condition, as regards pro-

duction, which may well shame the representative of

an ancient line of kings. With the exception of

countries situated as Persia is, with reference to ob-

taining supplies from other nations, no considerable

centre of population need suffer from bread famine

in our time, unless under circumstances which no

human foresight can prevent. This very important

fact was recognized when the first great foreign rail-

way loans were offered for subscription in England.

It was seen that by enabling Russia to make railways

from the great corn-growing districts of her Baltic
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provinces to ports to which vessels could

gain access during the winter, we should, advantages
DERIVED

in case of need, be able to supply ourselves from
^'^ -^ Opening Up

from this source. We have not yet had communioa-
•' TIONS WITH

Special occasion to prove the inestimable theCoen-
^ ^ GROWING

value of those lines of railway, but one o:^r™sia!

thing is quite certain that, whatever some

authorities may say as to the impolicy of lending

largely to foreign powers to assist them in con-

structing strategic railways, for reasons beyond the

one given, England never made a better business

than by lending Russia some of her surplus capital.

Whether or not we have now lent sufficient is another

matter.

A hunger crisis arises from a scarcity of bread, and

a monetary crisis from a scarcity of money, or what

represents it perhaps too largely at some centres, credit.

There are stores of corn kept in larger or smaller quan-

tities by all civilized nations, and famines have arisen in

former times, not only from the absence of sufficiently

rapid communication making the surplus supply of

one centre available for the deficiency of another, but

from the failure of production. It is tolerably certain,

however, that at all times while human beings have

existed there has always been enough food grown for

every living creature, if it could have been distributed

according to the varying wants of different populations.

Now that this can be effectually done, famines are

unknown except in lands whose people are such lie-a-

bed tories that they prefer to sit in the sackcloth and

ashes of barbarism and want, to humanising the body

and soul by the regenerating influence of modern

civilization.
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Money is as much a necessity as bread in the

world. Indeed, it is of more ; for bread alone carries a

man a very little way, according to modern notions,

whereas money is the lever that lifts every obstacle

from the path. It would seem quite reasonable, there-

fore, to infer that when the same means have been

established for making the surplus at one monetary

centre available to supply the deficiency at another,

with a rapidity which is proportioned to the more

sudden pecuniary requirements that are developed

than is the case with corn, the very serious and pro-

longed disturbances which have been experienced in

the past from such a cause would gradually be pre-

vented in the future.

Apart from the single question of rapid telegraphic

communication, there is another matter deserving of

as much consideration, which is the increase in the

number of large monetary and commercial centres.

Of late years the growth of wealthy centres
The
Growth of has been rapid, and the reservoirs of un-

Monetary employed money have thus been mcreased so

that a deficiency at one could be supplied

from another at a price. Diseases of the body break

out here and there in the world at different periods,

and other centres of population get warning, and by

quarantine and strict sanitary measures, its spread, as

in the case of cholera, is checked. Speculation is a

disease of the mind, and like diseases of the body

which arise from indulgence, carelessness, and neglect,

it in the same way comes to a crisis at places where

greed of money, folly, and commercial debauchery

hurry people into extravagances and luxury that are
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sure to result in a general eruption. The growing-

wealth of continental states is an important feature

in the altering character of Europe, from a financial

point of view, as we near the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century. As monetary centres, both Berlin

and Vienna have been taking a much more prominent

part since the Franco-German war than there was any

prospect of their doing before the transfer of so much

wealth to Germany by the war indemnity payments.

At the same time, London has risen higher, and

to a level of still greater importance even than she

had occupied before as a trade centre. In proportion

as other such centres are growing in influence with

their reserves of floating capital and credit is London

shored-up, so to speak, against the violence of a com-

mercial crisis by the growth of subsidiary monetary

centres, which form the second line of defence. Such

a second line of defence against a sudden collapse of

credit, such as we have experienced several times

during this century, is of the utmost importance to a

centre like London, where the existence of an elaborate

system of book-credits causes such an economy of the

currency.

Among exterior modern influences is the rapidity

with which the large professional speculators obtain

cipher telegrams, informing them of im- private

portant events that transpire abroad which ^^.j^^^^™

are calculated to influence prices in all as exterior
Intluenges

markets. The effect of the rapidity with upon

which such events are thus made known is
^^'^^ '

that, whatever influence they may be calculated to

exercise upon certain values, it will almost always

G
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have been discounted before the ordinary haphazard

speculator gets to know anything about it. Close

observers will be able to confirm this by having

remarked that all political information is, as a rule,

known sooner at the Stock Exchange than anywhere

else. So it is with all news that is likely to affect

prices that are quoted in the public prints. Many a

man has gone quietly up to the city some morning

after studying his newspaper telegrams and bought or

sold some stock on speculation, under the impression

he was stealing into the enemy's camp while the foe

was asleep. On looking closer into the matter—of

course when it is too late—he discovers that the in-

formation he has been so cunningly operating upon is

already, for many hours, perhaps half a day, a matter

of history.

What is the altered character of the interior in-

xhe fluences ? One, and perhaps the most im-

ChIr!cter
poi'tant, is, that syndicates of powerful

OF Interior speculators act in coujunction with the
Influences

, , . ,

UPON dealers m the markets. There are distinct
*^^^^" markets for certain stocks and certain

classes of stocks, and the jobbers confine themselves

more or less to dealing in a few descriptions. In

a wealthy community there will probably always

be a large number who cannot control a restless

desire to be operating in the markets, who must now
and again try their hands at speculation, as circum-

stances seem to present favourable opportunities.

There are periods in the prosperity of every com-

munity when individuals are known to have made
profits in their business, and in the natural course of
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things seek investments for their gains. Securities at

such times are created on a great scale to suit the

taste and appetite of the public. In the first

stages of the creation of new securities con- creation op

siderable profits are made by bond fide in- toMee™he
vestors, which in course of time attracts the demand.

attention of speculators without means, who think that

they have but to venture and they also will gain. After

a time inflation sets in ; and we may here ask the

speculator if it ever occurs to his mind that

understandings exist between the syndicates of pro-

fessional speculators and the dealers, whereby the

former get to know to what extent the public have

bought by seeing the jobbers' books ? It is easy to

see the power a syndicate with large means may
exercise by such a system as this, even in a large

market, supposing they could get to see the books

only of the larger jobbers. We will suppose, for

instance, the public can be induced to buy a certain

stock largely on some fictitious information. If, at

the close of each of three or four days buying for

the rise, it was ascertained by an examination of

the jobbers' books that accounts were open in a

stock to the extent of half-a-million of money
_

Getting

by over a hundred different purchasers, it behind the... , . Scenes.

becomes evident that there is a tree or ripe

fruit grown as it were by magic, and the syndicate

has nothing to do but to pluck it. Out of a hundred

buyers at least a third would probably rush out and

take their loss at the first indication of their being on

the wrong scent. One of the great faults which

characterize all speculators, with very few exceptions,

G 2
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is that they cannot summon courage to " cut a loss"

at once. The object of buying was to gain, and the

mind is associated with a profit in connection with a

rise on the transaction, and it is very difficult to

change about, and gain, in a negative sense, by not

losing more. It is upon this weakness of speculators

individually, in not being able to "cut a loss," that

bands of marble-hearted riggers lure the public into

holes, and squeeze their purses before they let

DiFFicxjLTT them out. With such tenacity do specula-
OF
"CuTTiNo" tors hold on to a stock, hoping for a recovery

when they have made a loss, that they will

leave it as a man drops into the sea from a burning

ship, only when he is singed by the flames. Many
speculators on discovering they are on the wrong tack

gather themselves up pour mieux sauter, and turn

round and sell for the fall, believing they shall be

quick enough to catch it and swim with the downward

stream before it is spent. In the greater number of

cases, such speculators watch the fall far enough to be

sure they are right in their view of the way the price

is going, and then they "get in." What is the usual

result ? Hesitation in the second operation has caused

them to miss the mark, and the account is closed with

a loss on both transactions ; the speculator having

bought at or near the top, and sold at or near the

bottom.
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CHAPTER VL

CACOETHES OPERANDI.

The bane of nearly all speculators of the soft-

grained type—by which we mean men whose will and

judgment bends this way and that, like a reed that

nods allegiance to any quarter of the world according

to the blow of the wind—is, that they are for ever on

the itch to do something. There is no getting them

to wait for an opportunity. There are two sorts of

opportunities, and the distinction between them is

important. The speculator feels much more at home

in availing himself of one than of the other, waiting for

The man who can wait for extremes is the

one who will have the best chance of making extreme

profits, provided he can be fairly sure of a good grasp

of the duration of passing influences. One kind of

opportunity is after a sharp fall in prices. As we

have before remarked, most speculators feel more at

ease in operating for the rise, and consequently know

best what they are about after a fall in prices, and

they make themselves bulls. The other kind is

after a well sustained rise. But it has been generally

observed that speculators sell bears of stock with

more timidity than they buy bulls. One reason, no
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doubt, beyond that referred to is, that they have a

feeling in their own minds that in selling for the fall

they are going against the current, which on the

surface seems to be a rash proceeding. But in being

able to combat this feeling lies one of the main elements

of success. It is out of the public that successful specu-

lators make their money, and consequently there must

be the greater chance of losing by following the lead

of the public. Of the two opportunities therefore of

which a speculator can avail himself with the most

advantage, that of looking on at a rise and opening a

bear account at the new high prices is, under ordinary

circumstances, the most worth his attention.
Reaction . . „ . , ^
GENEKALiT as the reaction is generally more rapid after
MORE Rapid

_ ^ .. .

AFTER A a sharp rise than after a fall, owing to there
Shaep Rise. ^

_ 7 .

being more new interests engaged in causing

it. A rapid rise is promoted largely by speculators

whose operations for purposes of enticing the -public

to buy, may be compared to the exertions of a

horse in a great race that is entered to make the

running for the favourite. Those speculators are

more anxious, as a rule, to realize their profits as

bulls, off high figures, than they are to close bear

accounts ; for, when a panic has driven prices down,

some time will elapse before confidence revives, and in

the meantime it may be renewed.

A person who cannot withstand the itching desire

to have an interest in something or other, is almost

sure to be a man of that soft texture of character that

yields to influences that are unworthy of serious

attention, and he will consequently be led into error

and loss probably oftener than not, and his operations
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will end in failure. It must be obvious to every

reflecting mind, that so dangerous a game as Stock

Exchange speculation, or speculation which partakes

of the same nature, in another commodity, entered

into, if it be only partly to satisfy a craving for some

sort of excitement, is a very unwholesome pastime.

Of all occupations Stock Exchange Speculation

is the last to be thought of as an amusement for the

man who wishes for some light kind of business that

can be done with an off-hand air, and without any of

the drudgery that is the real power in money-making.

And yet there is no doubt that a large proportion

who feed the ever copiously flowing stream of

profits that the members of the Stock Exchange are

diligently gathering from day to day, are persons who,

having nothing better to do, are drawn by an insati-

able desire for some occupation into the ranks of the

haphazard speculators. Once fairly entangled in the

meshes of loss, the struggles to recover it are usually

attended by worse disasters.

It may also be shown that a desire to satisfy a

craving for a class of excitement which partakes

somewhat of the nature of sober business, in its earlier

stages at least, allows admission to the mind of an

element which makes havoc with the judgment, and

consequently forms an ingredient in the nature of a

speculator, which is almost sure to bring him sooner

or later to grief. Before a man enters upon the

business of speculation he ought, if he is to have a

fair chance, to clear his reasoning powers from any

such unwholesome encumbrances as even the faintest

desire for excitement. Every step a speculator takes
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should be, as far as possible, as deliberate as if he

knew perfectly well that the slightest miscalculation

would certainly involve him in loss.

In engaging in speculative commitments, the great

difficulty that presents itself is not so much what to

What Not ^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^ what not to buy or sell.

TO Do. When to do something, and when to do

nothing. Here lies a problem, the solution of which

costs such a number of speculators their money and

their peace of mind afterwards, to say nothing of the

chronic dyspepsia that afflicts them until they are

forced to quit the field.

If the time a man spends in finding out the mistake

Special In- he has made in selecting this or that stock
FOKMATioN.

]^3^p}ja,zard for speculative purposes, were

devoted to obtaining some special information about

one particular stock which he might have good reason

for believing was worth attention, his chances of

making money would much improve. This plan is

adopted by the more sensible speculators who suffi-

ciently understand the difficulties of the business to

recognize the importance of laying down

Monet only certain principles of action. Money cannot
Obtainable . . ,

ASA be made for a contmuance with any degree
Certainty
BY Hard of Certainty without hard work. When this
WOBK. ...

proposition is demonstrated, which it un-

doubtedly can be, the whole question of speculation as

an occupation, a pastime, or a business, call it what

we will, re.solves itself into this, that, unless a man

devotes the same hard work to it that is necessary to

earn a fortune in any other calling, plus the possession

of an intellect of a special order and considerably above

the average, he must be a fool to speculate at all.
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In order to bring more forcibly home to the mind of

a man who may know nothing of Stock Exchange

matters, the wisdom of imprinting upon his under-

standing the uselessness, in the long run, of playing

at what is nothing better than pitch-and-toss, we will

just sketch a case in point as an instance :—Supposing

a speculator to enter the office of a stock- an

broker. He has, perhaps, some hazy ideas instance op

about the future financial condition of Spain,
^"^^^l^^l.

for example. He has noticed the stock has tiok.

fallen to ig|, and this seems to be very low for a

country which has so far struggled against the cor-

ruption of its rulers, and the laziness and apathy of its

population as a body, and has managed for a long

time, by hook or by crook, to meet the exterior

coupons by paying them in other people's cash. The

probabilities certainly must be, he thinks, in favour of

their paying another half-year's interest, if after that

the deluge of national insolvency should flood the land.

He contents himself with gathering to a focus the

intelligence that stands from morning to morning in

the telegram columns, and comes to the conclusion

that something will turn up to supply the exchequer

with another loan to meet the next dividend, and in

that case the stock must at once jump up to 22 at

least, perhaps to 25, as there would then be six months

to turn round in. Now, what we submit is, that

to speculate deliberately upon such a system as tliis, is

not far removed from insanity ; and yet it will be

acknowledged by those conversant with the modus

operandi of the haphazard speculator, that his plan of

attack is based, for the most part, upon this absurd
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system of guess work, no serious trouble being taken

to estimate the extent of the forces opposed. Some
fanatical faith is placed in the doctrine of chances

that the fluctuation wished for will occur, and he shuts

his eyes and waits. To sit at home and guess at what

the present or future financial condition of any country

may be, and to risk your money under such conditions

is worse than reckless.

Supposing, on the other hand, the hypothetical

speculator, instead of acting upon the impression made

on his mind, by superficial influences, were to start for

Spain and take the trouble to get behind the stock, so

to speak. In one week, if he occupied a position in life

sufficiently high to enable him to get trustworthy infor-

mation, he would be in a position almost certainly to

know whether there was a chance of such an event

coming off, as for instance, the next coupon being

paid. This would be at least a business-like way

of setting out on a speculating expedition, a method

of proceeding such as is pursued by a syndicate

of speculators who propose to purchase a foreign

mining property for example. A man of sense, who

buys anything, the value of which depends upon a set

of circumstances operating at a distant spot, naturally

proceeds thither, or satisfies himself through some

trusty agent that such circumstances exist, or that

they do not. If he be contented to buy twenty

thousand Spanish stock at twenty, on the chances of

the power that is, or may be, from one week to another,

being able to pay the dividend, because so far they

have just managed to do so, he would be deserving of

no sympathy if he found himself in a couple of weeks
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with his stock at 17, and his banker's balance less by

six hundred pounds.

The reasoq why so much money is lost by this loose

mode of proceeding is, because haphazard speculation

possesses a peculiar charm for certain loose natures,

which are roused into a pleasureful excitement by

running risks. They defend the viciousness of their

lazy amusement by saying to themselves that the

chances must at least be as much for them as against

them, inasmuch as there are but two ways for the

price to go—up and down. Many a man who has

fed and encouraged this itching sensation, which can

only be appeased by having passed through the

excitement of running a certain risk, finds himself so

bound by its spell that in very many cases nothing

short of absolute ruin succeeds in quenching his thirst

for such excitement.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE PIT-FALLS.

There are perhaps very few speculators of the hap-

hazard type who take the trouble to find out the

extent and power of the hidden forces that
Hidden ^

FoHCEs are arrayed against them in the markets.

to"he™ Every stock, it should be remembered, has
Speculator

^^^^^^ ^ gj^^jj ^^ j^^.^^ market tO itself. In

some stocks it is possible any time of the day to

deal at ^ price, while in others there may be a dif-

ference of I, 2, 3, or even 5 per cent, under certain

circumstances,.between the buying andthe selling price.

A speculator operating in a stock in which he can

always deal at a close price is able to undo his bargain

with only a trifling loss probably, if he finds out at once

that he has operated under some misapprehension ; but

if he has bought a stock the purchase price of which is

say 35, and if he wants to sell he can only get 34, he has

incurred a loss of i per cent., besides the commission

before he can cancel the bargain. This belongs

obviously to the alphabet of the business, but the

haphazard speculator seldom learns his alphabet

until the use of it is no longer of any value.

A broker, it may be said, should warn his client

before putting him into a stock the price of which is
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wide ; but unfortunately such warnings do not increase

the number of commissions, and, apart from that, if a

speculator does not take the trouble to inform himself

accurately upon such a point, placing no reliance upon

the advice of any one, he deserves to lose his money.

Some markets are so small that a speculator ^^^

once in, is what is called "roasted" before he "Tukn."

is let out again. A particular man very often is the

only dealer in the market in a certain stock of which per-

haps the supply is also very limited. Under such cir-

cumstances a haphazard speculator who may chance

to have observed some rather violent fluctuations

thinks there is a good opportunity to make some

money, and he sells a little bear of a couple of

thousand pounds nominal of stock. The round sum,

and the channel through which the sale comes, helps

the jobber to read the operation. The decoy-duck in

the shape of the fluctuations in price, lures two or

three more sportsmen on to the dangerous ground,

and when they want to get out the price is put up

against them, and they are quietly mulcted of ^^50

each, without a chance of getting even a sight of their

enemy, or any value for their money but experience.

A speculator who consults a not over-scrupulous

broker as to the best thing to buy for the rise, runs

the risk of taking some stock off the broker's hands

that he is desirous to get rid of. It is far better that

a broker should not be exposed to such a temptation,

and a speculator will do well to make it one .^^^

of his maxims to put no trust in any one ^''^^^^a

when he is engaged in a business in which
adtice.

it is the object of everybody with whom he comes in

contact to make something out of him.
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Supposing a broker is not directly interested in any-

particular stock when a client who is in doubt what to

do consults him ; it does not then follow that the client

can depend upon getting absolutely disinterested

ADis- opinions. The broker may have just put
INTERESTED

, -. . . , j
Opinion. some Other clicnts mto a certam stock, and

with a view to his own advantage, by helping to make

money for them, he will lean probably to some extent

in the direction of advising others to purchase the

same stock.

There is an old saying that it is unadvisable to have

all your eggs in one basket, a saw that is constantly

quoted among both bond fide investors, as well as

amonpf speculators. A broker is not desirous
All the ° '^

Eggs IN ONE that his clients who speculate should be m-

terested very largely in one stock. He

prefers to have the liability spread over the market, for

obvious reasons. If a client fancies a particular stock,

or has good reasons for believing it is about to improve,

and he goes to his broker with a view to increase his

stake, he will not receive the same encouragement as

if he selected something else. The influence thus

brought to bear arises from selfish motives, and proves

again that the client should keep his own counsel. If

he have no decided views himself, it is certain he had

better do nothing, for speculation thus entered upon

is doubly and childishly haphazard.

The more organized methods of speculation which

prevail in these times, cause the public to be mulcted

of their money in a much more wholesale manner

Traps for than was the case formerly. They are now
THE Public, dnyen like sheep, or rather enticed into a pen,
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and there mercilessly squeezed until they are glad,

like some of the players at Homburg- have been, to

have their third class fare paid home. A number of

brokers or jobbers, or both, in the markets will be in-

structed to run a stock up, after a goodly number of

bears have been decoyed in by a gently falling price

from day to day, seasoned with unfavourable reports.

Those who are able to command a sight of the jobber's

books, know ofcourse exactly the position of affairs, and

the price is rigged until the weak speculators for the

fall are simply frightened in. This is done upon even

a more extensive scale in the opposite direction, for the

simple reason that the general public as speculators,

are bulls by nature. Bear operations seem to go
against the grain of the average man who

7 The Public
acquires a first taste for speculation, probably as spech-

LATOR8 ARE
by possessing some amount of stock which bulls

, , ,
BY NATURE.

improves in price after he has bought.

Money thus easily made, as it seems to be, out of

nothing, encourages other purchases with a view to

resale before the settling day arrives. Thus small

figures grow to large ones ; and small profits, in fre-

quent attempts to multiply them, usually end in large

losses. A good stock, or the shares of a good

company, that has long been discredited from a cause

which may be suddenly removed, has frequently been

used for literally flaying the public when they have

rushed in as bulls. A memorable case in point was the

rigging of the shares of the Erie Railway Company.

Upon the occasion of the assassination of Fisk, jun., the

shares were run up and the public enticed in by daily

advancing figures far above the actual merits of the
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shares, from a dividend point of view. Numbers of

persons were induced to believe the price would range

high from that moment. The quotation subsequently

declined, and one by one the unhappy bulls were

A Case op disgustcd into taking their losses, whilst those
^^ASTiNo

^YiQ iiad rigged the market were following

them down as bears, and making a fine thing

out of the affair. The same game was played with

the public when Jay Gould was ousted from the

presidency of the Company, when the price was run

up to 57g, and gradually went back, even as low at

one time as to 28, afterwards recovering to about 50.

As compared with the professional tricksters who

manage these riggings of the markets, even the best

of the outside speculators, who have had long expe-

rience and think they can stand on one side and profit

by the gullibility of the public, discover themselves

frequently the wrong way, when the course of the

market for some time at length reveals unmistakably

the drift of the experts behind the scenes. The man

ACvTOFF ^^° must speculate should be early in, and

IndpIss'it early out, being contented with a cut off
°^'

the loaf and pass it on ; for it is the profits

missed that ruin the speculator.

There is scarcely a more important point to which

to draw attention, than that of being contented to

watch for an opportunity. It is fatal to the success of a

speculator to be always with stock open in the markets.

The casual observer must be well aware that now and

again a small panic occurs, and the general level of

values is knocked down perhaps two, three, or on

serious occasions as much as four percent., according
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to the inflated state of particular stocks at the time.

A speculator who has twenty or thirty thousand

pounds nominal of stock open at such a time, stands

in a moment to lose eight or twelve hundred pounds

at a blow. With such a contingency always hanging

over him, it must be evident to the prudent man that

in order not to expose himself more than he can

possibly help to such a catastrophe, which may happen

at any moment, he should operate, be contented with

a moderate profit, and close. The obvious advantage

of looking on for comparatively long periods,
^^o^t:

and having commitments for short periods is, ^fND°LoNo

that the chances will be much more in

favour of the speculator when a panic causes a heavy

fall. He is then free to buy at prices which are sure

to be unduly depressed, and instead of the dreary

waiting to recover from losses incurred, he makes in

a very short time probably a handsome profit, again

retiring to avoid the reaction that follows a sharp

recovery, to await a similar favourable opportunity.

To be overtaken, with large amounts of stock open

for the rise, by a panic which engulphs a specu-

lator's money and upsets his judgment at the

same time, is among the least excusable faults when

committed by the man who starts upon any system.

The haphazard speculator is almost sure to have

accounts open when a panic takes place, because he

is, as a rule, in a fever lest he shall miss a rise, and

is, therefore, never contented unless he is " in the

swim," and hence the severe handling he gets by

never seeing the cataract until he is half way to the

bottom.
H
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CHAPTER VIII.

SPECULATION WITH CAPITAL.

It is in the nature of free trade, that whatever

mathematical advantage is to be obtained at all is

more accessible to the rich speculator than to the

poor one. The rich player consequently can make
himself the stronger one, and the operator with capital

has advantage over the operator without. So far,

however, as it is worth while to exercise at all the

natural skill in Stock Exchange speculation, which

one individual may possess beyond another, there can

be no doubt that a less rich, but very skilful operator,

Restoring would Very materially, if not quite, in the

Balance of long run, restore the balance of advantages
Advantages. i • i • . i • i > i

which was agamst him at the start. As the

haphazard speculator always must enter the lists at a

disadvantage or on unequal terms, it follows that the

exercise of any amount of skill will only bring him

somewhat nearer to, or at best slightly beyond, holding

his own ; and in that he would fail in the long run.

If he lay down all the machinery necessary to success

in ordinary business, he virtually passes the limit

which defines pure speculation by reducing the risks

to such a minimum that they are no more than the
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percentage which is an inevitable element in all mer-

cantile transactions.

That it is absolutely necessary that a speculator

should possess capital may be illustrated from

several points of view, and although we the

may become, perhaps, tedious by repetition, ^of^some

as in Chapter III., for instance, when speaking capital.

of the temperament of a speculator, the time spent in

double reflections by the uninitiated may prevent

shipwreck, at least in the first stages. A man who is

going to operate on a large scale will be equally dis-

honest if he have not a large capital, as a small specu-

lator who has no more than his ^300 a year out of

which to save up if he loses more than he can pay.

It seems hardly necessary to state that a speculator

who operates in the stock markets and loses without

having anything of his own wherewith to pay, inflicts

just the same loss upon the broker who does the

business for him, as he would upon a butcher of whom
he purchased a leg of mutton, consumed it, and then

declared he had no money. It is really, however,

necessary to make this statement, clear as is the truth

of it, because speculators, as a rule, do not realize the

liability in the same way. There are differences in

degrees of tangibility in these matters, no doubt, and

hence the morally injurious effects of speculation and

all kinds of gambling. A leg of mutton is a solid

substance, and the fact of consuming it not only

impresses the circumstance upon the mind, but upon

the body too, in the shape of the recollection that the

body benefitted by the food. By the aid of the re-

membrance of the benefits that grew out of the con-

H 2
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sumption of the leg of mutton, the liability to pay for

it becomes realizeable in a high degree, and no

man allows himself to dream of escaping from it. It

is not so in the same degree with a liability incurred

by " time bargain" speculation, because what repre-

sents exactly the same tangible substance, was never

fully, or even partially, realized as such.

All large speculators are well known. If they try to

operate through other persons in order to deceive, the

truth leaks out some time or other. Large orders are

very difficult of execution, unless the broker is either

of very good standing himself, or hints at the source

from which he receives his instructions. Unless, there-

fore, it can be shown that the real operator has a very

broad pecuniary back, an attempt to buy or sell large

amounts of stock through brokers is difficult. It is

sometimes necessary to have capital to throw away in

Capital TO feints, before the speculator commences his
Expend in

Feints. Operations, just as a general may find it

expedient to throw away a quantity of ammunition,

and even the lives of some of his soldiers, to draw off

attention from the real attack. A speculator who

contracts- to bring out a new loan, unless the security

he has to offer is of the highest class, runs considerable

risk of losing his money, as he has, as a rule, to pay

something down to the borrower as a guarantee of

good faith, and to allow him also to taste the

La Haute ready cash, as some immediate consideration
Finance.

^^^ entering upon business which, if suc-

cessful, is of all business the most remunerative. This

kind of speculation belongs to la hautefinance.

A supply of ready money is essential to the specu-

lator in all markets, and it is marvellous that there
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can be so many persons who have to grope their way

by the aid of bitter experience through the thick dark-

ness of their ignorance to such a shining light of truth

as this. And the full realization of this truth is, in

most cases, only obtained at an expense which renders

it impossible to repeat the experiment.

After a severe commercial collapse, like that of 1866

for instance, all securities are low in price, holders of

them having been compelled to realize through the

debacle which has for the time destroyed credit, turned

profits into losses, and frightened everybody into

hoarding the precious metals. -When things are

beginning to mend, and a resurrection of industries

takes place, the tide of the national profits begins to

turn, and, rippling back into innumerable channels

where securities of all sorts have laid high and dry

and neglected, again floats them into notice. Just as

when there is no use for the plough the oxen are idle,

so when the great industries of a nation are stagnant;

floating capital lies idle, and is cheap. In such times

the speculator of good judgment, with ten or twenty

thousand pounds can make money without

much risk if he is satisfied to watch the or all
Chances

eeneral recovery of prices up to a certam for a
° ./ i i Spegulatok

level, and then realize. We will suppose ^ -with
' "^ ^ Capital.

money at 3 per cent., and the best English

railway stocks some thirty per cent, below the value

they will reach when the country is in the full tide of

prosperity. He selects one hundred thousand pounds

worth of the leading stocks, yielding at the price at

which he purchased them, 6 per cent. At different

banks where he keeps accounts for the purpose, he
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pawns the stock, and gets loans within lo per cent, of

the market value, which amount to eighty thousand

pounds. The ten thousand pounds he has himself, which

enables him to take the stock off the market.

Legitimate In this Way he is virtually the possessor for
Formop. r ^ •

Specula- the time of this amount or stock, and he
TioN, Pawn- .,,.., , ^
iNG THE profits by the rise in value at the rate oi one
Stock. ^ '

thousand pounds for every one per cent.

Apart from this advantage he benefits to the extent

of the difference between the yield on the money value

of the stocks, and the interest with which the bankers

debit him on the eighty thousand pounds; and so long

as circumstances are favourable and the value of

money does not rise and remain above the rate

which the stocks yield, he enjoys an income from that

source with a fair prospect in a year or so of doubling

his ten thousand pounds.

Very large amounts of money are known to have

been made in 1870, 1871, and 1872, in English railway,

and also in various other stocks, in this way in the

London market, when money was poured in from

France and the Continent generally^on the outbreak

of the Franco-German war. Bankers, moreover, were

aware that the large amounts placed with them for safe

keeping might be called for at any time, and sound

Stock Exchange securities, upon which loans could

be made from fortnight to fortnight, were very much

in favour. In consequence of such operations as that

referred to, prices were found upon several occasions

to be very much inflated, resulting in some mischief

and not a few failures.

In speculation of this nature, there is a time to begin

and a time to leave off. When stocks have attained a
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reasonably high level of value as a result of the

recovery of a country's industry, the chances for the

speculator to profit by a continuous rise are of
-when to

course gone, and he seeks in other directions "^^hen to

to turn his capital to account; but the example -""^^^^ *^^^'

we have given illustrates perhaps the most legitimate of

all forms of speculation in stocks, provided always the

operator knows his business, and allows a sufficient

margin for contingencies.

The marked differencebetween Stock Exchange busi-

ness and other kinds is, that it is the custom to pay cash

for all bargains when the settlement takes place.

Special delays may be agreed to between persons who

know each other well, but it is quite the exception, and

certainly should remain so, for credit is already quite

sufficiently extended throughout all branches of trade

and commercial affairs. The one thing that test of a
Specu-

keeps a tight rein on Stock Exchange ^-^^1^

operators is the test of their position which position.

lies in fortnightly cash settlements. The very nature

of the business affords such facilities for incurring

very large liabilities by extensive operations in various

securities, that if settlements by bill accommodation

were permitted, extending over two or three months as

in trade, hopeless confusion would soon be the result,

apart from the temptation which an insolvent broker or

jobber would He under further to involve himself so

long as he could get the credit. The remarkably few

failures that take place among stock-jobbers and

brokers, when it is considered how much risk they run,

and to what a limited extent they can make themselves

aware, in time to avoid complications, of their clients'
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actual means, reflects much credit upon them as a

class. At the same time it must be admitted that the

custom of frequent cash settlements, by testing the

actual position of all concerned, is the best possible

safe-guard against operators getting out of their

depth ; and although business generally would be

very seriously curtailed if the custom prevailed in all

branches of commerce when distance did not make it

impossible, there can be no doubt that a vast deal of

mischief and dishonesty would be nipped in the bud.
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CHAPTER IX.

SPECULATION WITHOUT CAPITAL.

We will now suppose a familiar case of a speculator

following in the path of so many wise persons who

have gone before to their ruin in the process of apply-

ing some nostrum, which was to make their fortune in

a week. The fortnightly settlements on the a familiar

Stock Exchange take place about the middle ^'"^^'

and end of each month. We will suppose a young

speculator, full of ideas upon such subjects, and having

just sufficient knowledge of the different stocks to

make believe that he knows a great deal, gets intro-

duced to a broker, who on ascertaining that he has two

or three hundred pounds available, intimates his will-

ingness to execute his orders. The speculator buys

;^5,ooo Turkish 5 "/o's of 1865, ;^5,ooo Spanish 3 °/o's

and ;^5,ooo Egyptian 7 "/o's of 1868, being told that

these are easy markets to deal in. We will assume

these bargains are done in the middle of an account.

On the day of the purchases the several stocks rise \
to \ per cent., and he goes home a happy man with

his contracts in his pocket, reckoning the gain he has

already made, and sleeps like a top. He rises with

a light heart next morning to devour his money
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article and breakfast simultaneously, eagerly searching

in the list for his friends the Turkish, Spanish, and

Egyptian stocks. The rise reported to him by his

broker the evening before is confirmed in his news-

paper, and he is in the act of laying it down when his

eye catches a telegram, headed " Defeat and resigna-

tion of the French Government." His little experience

has already taught him that the leading foreign stocks

are largely dealt in on the Continent, and here comes a

sinking of the heart number one. The breakfast is left

Bitter Unfinished, and he hurries to the city to find

ExpEEiENCE.
^|jg stock markets open very flat all round on

selling orders from Paris. The |^ to -^ per cent, profit

had disappeared, and an additional i per cent, into

the bargain ; so that instead of standing to gain £->^o

or ^40, he stands to lose ;^i50. A conference with

the broker is somewhat encouraging, as he laughs

over the matter, and assures his client that " they are

bound to rally." Another day passes and there is no

rally. Several days go by, and disorders in the streets

are reported from Paris, causing further sales in the

London market, and our friend sees a loss of ^300
on his three purchases. The "carrying over" day

arrives without any recovery having taken place, but

the broker is still cheerful, being himself a man of

some means, although suffering from the prevalent

disease of a great weakness for commissions, which

has often caused him heavy losses through negligence

in ascertaining the means of his clients. " It is only

THE a question of seeing it out, sir," he says, an

oJsemTo observation which disperses with a lightning

IT OUT. flash the ignorance under which our friend

had hitherto laboured with regard to the necessity of
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available capital, or in still plainer terms, ready cash.

He goes away to turn this awkward dilemma in which

he finds himself, over in his mind. Seeing it out, is

of course, waiting for a recovery. In the meantime he

must pay his differences, which amount to_^50 more

than he possesses.

This one case in point tells the whole tale, and it is

therefore superfluous to take up time and space with

other instances. If legitimate trading business, in

which the risk of loss is so reduced as to enable a

man to earn a living at it, cannot be carried on without

adequate capital, how is it possible that pure specu-

lation can be successfully practised in which the

conditions are reversed, and at which experience shows

that no one can succeed except the professional expert,

and only then in some cases under circumstances to

which we have before referred ?
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CHAPTER X.

THE "tip" to buy OR SELL.

A FOOL and his money are soon parted, is an old

saw, and it is in a high degree applicable to the in-

experienced speculator who operates in the markets on

afhiendlt ^ friendly "tip." It is marvellous to think
"Tip."

\lo\s many persons daily and hourly are

misled by the same snare and delusion. If a man,

who starts off in an excited state to instruct his broker

in consequence of having received the "tip" to buy

a certain stock, pauses for one moment to reflect, he

can hardly fail to doubt the disinterestedness of the

communication. Take an example :—In the first place

a man who gives a "tip" to another to buy some of

a certain stock, must have some motive for so doing.

No human being wanders about with, what he makes

out to be, valuable information to distribute gratis

among his friends. One might as well expect

the girls who sell oranges, combs, umbrella-rings,

and collar-studs, in Lombard Street, to give them

away for nothing, as expect to obtain disin-

terested and genuine "tips" from some wander-
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ing philanthropist. Such a person was never heard

of, and never will be. If a man gives the " tip " to

buy a certain stock it is because he wants to xjnioadikg

"unload" at other people's expense, and '^^
other

JtEOPLE S

that is not what is generally understood by expense.

philanthropy. The system of sending round the

" tip " to buy or sell, has become very general in all

markets, and it is certain that a vast deal of mischief

is done by it. The common practice is for a number

of persons to band together, and put the price of a

certain article or stock up by buying a large quantity

and making it scarce. When the higher price has

been maintained for some little time, so that it meets

the public eye in price currents, the process of putting

the public in is commenced. When this benevolent

operation has been sufficiently worked, and the "tip"

has been administered to a number of poor dupes, the

price is let down. Those who have advised their

friends to buy, begin to sell and deliberately rob

them, in return for the misplaced confidence.

There is a distinction between the qualified and the

unqualified " tip." One man is a shade more honest

than another, and does not exactly wish to

charge his conscience with having deceived Qcalified
.

*' Tip '*

a friend with regard to a certam event. He
merely suggests on general grounds that such a stock

is going up. If he can get the person to whom the

suggestion is made to act on such general advice, he

achieves his purpose without exposing himself to be

saddled with direct responsibility in case the result

should be unfavourable. There are numbers of such

persons who daily administer " tips," not only to
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their friends, but to strangers who will not trouble

themselves to go farther to obtain any confirmation.

Such an important communication coming from

credited quarters, is of course looked upon as a valua-

ble secret to be acted on silently and immediately.

The unqualified "tip" comes from the individual

who intends from the first to drive his horse full of

„ ^, armed men into the town, vi et armis, without
The TJn-

_

'

QUALIFIED too much parleying at the gates. He assumes

an optimism of manner, and displays such a

degree of confidence as shall override aoy rising

objection, gets a promise to act on his advice, and

passes on before the person to be made a tool of, has

time, or can summon courage, absolutely to refuse.

Then there are " tips," worked by syndicates, which

is a more elaborate affair. The extent of the increased

area over which it is intended to operate
"Tips"

.

^
Worked by depends upon the magnitude of the amount

to be unloaded, the quality of the security,

and the necessity for reaching a certain class of

individuals. A vast deal of the rubbish that is shot

away from the great financing centres is carefully and

eagerly laid hold of by clergymen, and teachers male

and female. As a rule, these good people seldom pause

to reflect that what is so studiously brought under

their notice in their rural retreats, is almost sure to

lack a market anywhere else. Is it at all likely that so

much trouble would be taken to recommend invest-

ments to people, by means of prospectuses delivered

by the postman, if the statements contained In such

prospectuses were really as true as they profess to be ?

In large cities there are innumerable agents for all
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country districts always on the look out for sound re-

munerative investments, and there is no need to re-

commend them to people's attention by thrusting them

upon them at their own houses Such a process of

advertising is obviously to net the unwary, who are

ignorant of what constitutes good security. The "tip"

of a syndicate is passed on, so to speak, for a con-

sideration, in proportion to the amount bought by the

clients of the persons employed.

This branch of the subject can be almost indefinitely

elaborated, but it may be concluded by one remark,

which contains the pith of the whole thing, as appli-

cable to speculation. Speculation as practised by the

multitude is no better, in any market, than pitch and

toss, and it is only by the aid of experience, and more

native skill, that some in the long run will lose less

than others. One golden rule with reference to

" tips," no matter from whom they proceed, or by

what alleged incontrovertible facts they are supported,

is this : when you are told to buy, go and sell.
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CHAPTER XI.

SPECULATION BY MACHINERY.

Everything, in these times, is done by machinery,

and there is consequently no need for astonishment at

finding that machinery is in existence for directing

human volition. Such mechanism has for a long time

been in working order, although it is scarcely
^^ACHiNERY

j.gg^jj2g(j |jy ^]^g community as a body. The

FOR most accomplished professional speculators

Human make it their business to study the peculiar
Volition.

tendencies of people who have any money

over and above what they immediately require for ne-

cessities. Firms, with numbers of clerks, exist in our

day, who have forty, fifty, and as many as sixty thou-

sand names of people duly registered in their books,

with their place of abode, duration of residence, means,

style of living, trade, or profession, and other particu-

lars, enabling a judgment to be formed of the kind of

investment which is likely to suit them. These names

are all duly marshalled under different heads, and when

a certain kind of undertaking is to be brought before

the notice of the public, in the form of a prospectus,

that class of people for whom it is thought a suitable

investment, have one sent to them by post. Experience
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has shown that it is unwise to scatter prospectuses

broadcast over the country, trusting to some portion

of them bringing applications. A wholesale scattering

of prospectuses among a class of people who are not at

all likely to read them even, will injure the credit of

the scheme for which it is desired to raise the capital

in proportion to the number of prospectuses that are

thus wasted. As in everything else, in business great

care must be taken to offer the right sort of invest-

ment to the persons addressed. A man, for instance,

who lives in a fine house in a country parish,

owns land, and moves among the patricians patkioian

_
Investor.

of the district, would not think of looking at

a new undertaking, if he knew a prospectus had come by

the same post to the man who touches his hat to him,

and lives in a small way outside the gates of the great

man's estate. A man who is higher up in life than

his neighbours endeavours, as a rule, to mark the dis-

tinction by having everything that belongs to him of a

superior type. The man of high degree would con-

sider himself insulted if he were classed indiscrimi-

nately with the man of low degree, in sending out

twenty thousand prospectuses of a new mine. People

are very touchy in such matters, and therefore, in

catering for the public, as regards investments, great

discrimination is necessary. The different classes of

investors must be passed through the speculator's

machine like the threshed corn, and when the husks

and dust have been winnowed from the solid grain, he

proceeds to classify them, and, as far as possible, learn

their taste in the matter of investments.

When joint-stock banking came into vogue, pro-
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meters of the new undertakings that were destined

gradually to supersede private banks, and have

superseded all but those that have exceptionally deep

roots, and partners left who are very tenacious of

ancient customs, were very tentative in their mode of

proceeding. As with all new things for which the

public require to be educated, companies established

on the share system had in the beginning to be

brought forward gently and quietly, so as not to startle

people. Persons are easily scared when asked to

become partners in a bank, in the sense of taking

much responsibility and sharing but to a small extent

in what are understood to be the honours of such

a position. The finessing which was at first necessary

to accustom the public to joint-stock undertakings

was gradually followed by a thirst for shares, because

all such concerns for a considerable time were asso-

ciated with a premium. Individual promoters worked

at the business of building up joint-stock schemes, then

it grew to syndicates, and now we have wealthy firms,

with large machinery, whose whole time and staff are

devoted to hunting about the world for powers to bring

out foreign loans, for concessions for making railways,

docks, harbours, gasworks, and the like. When they

have procured one or the other, they fix the amount of

adminis- capital, cut it up into shares, and administer

shabe° to them to the public, by much the same process
uELiG.

^g ^j^g Strasburgers enlarge the livers of

their geese. Instead of people being asked politely

by an advertisement to become shareholders in a new
concern, the axiom of the supply creating a demand is

acted upon in these times, and a man finds in his
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letter-box an investment especially suited to his taste

and means, at the precise moment when his half yearly

dividends are falling due. The economy of capital is

thus being pushed to its extremest limits, through the

development of a system by which one man makes it

his anxious business to see that his neighbour's interest

on his capital shall scarcely have been passed to his

credit at the bank before it is snatched away to fructify

in some scheme for benefitting mankind in one or

other of the four quarters of the globe.

Investments provided by machinery can be done on

a very large scale, and when successful are as a con-

sequence very profitable. But unfortunately it is a

kind of avocation that is pretty nearly sure to be

followed by many unscrupulous persons, who will

resort to all kinds of deceit and trickery, in giving a

false and dazzling hue to projects that should never

have seen the light. Moreover, the great difficulty

that individuals find in ascertaining the truth of state-

ments, and the authenticity of facts, causes them too

frequently to take for granted what should be always

viewed with more or less suspicion, unless the people

who vouch for such facts are of the most undoubted

standing and respectability; and, as we have remarked,

it is seldom that such persons will lend their names to

anything of the kind. During a season of great pros-

perity the promotion of new companies is sure to be

largely overdone, and great will be the losses suffered

;

but there is sure to be more good done in the world

by the dissemination of capital in new parts of the

earth that would otherwise lie for the most part un-

productive, than there is harm done through the

I 2
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misapplication or loss of a part of it. Many people

bewail and lament over the failure of a bank, a

discount house, or joint-stock concern now and again,

and when a commercial crisis takes place one would

think the world was coming to an end, as indeed

the Viennese thought when they had a sharp lesson

for their money-greed, early in 1873; but a little

sensible reflection will show that calms and storms

alternate in every variety of form on the earth, and are

not confined to seas whose strands occasionally strewed,

with the produce of a foreign clime is only an indica-

tion of the miscarriage of a minute portion of the

benefits which, in fair weather, are conveyed by the

inhabitants of one land to those of another.

The fact remains, however, that speculation by

machinery, or in other words, the modern system of

cramming the public with securities wholesale, may be

attended with a good deal of mischief, and although

it Is too much to say that people who launch new

undertakings upon such a system are necessarily un-

scrupulous, there are strong reasons for looking very

closely at securities known to proceed from the offices

of firms whose business it professedly Is to make

money by manufacturing stocks and shares wholesale,

and forcing them upon the public. In the first place,

such a business requires a great deal of money to

carry it on, and a good deal of risk must be run, and

money paid out of pocket, before there is a chance of

seeing anything back again. Under such circum-

stances private enterprises are sought to be purchased

at a small price, and sold to the public at a very large

one, so as to secure a consid,erable margin, the only
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object of the speculators by machinery being to fill

their own pockets.

It is astonishing what faith people put in printed

certificates, got up in a style which resembles docu-

ments of real value. A sheet of thin paper resembling

that of a bank note, with a large impressed stamp of

a corporation upon it, and filled in with the magic

word sterling, is, as a rule, sufficient dust thrown in

the eyes of the general public to send them home
satisfied to make no further inquiries until collapse

reveals the sham that has been prepared for them.

Ordinary people go to market and make an elaborate

fuss over a joint of meat before paying their money,

seeing that it is to a Shylockian nicety of weight, but

when they invest a hundred pounds in a mine, there

have been cases in which they hardly knew where the

property was,—or even if it existed at all. It is very

wonderful that such an incomprehensible degree of

confidence is placed in concocters of companies, and

it is the knowledge that the general public is so ludic-

rously gullible that encourages the formation of joint-

stock concerns upon often the most flimsy bases.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE SHIFTING OF SPECULATION FROM THE HIGHER TO

THE LOWER CLASSES OF SECURITIES.

Compared with what there used to be in bygone

years there is now next to no speculation in Consols at

all. Merchants and bankers once upon a time used to

speculate in the Funds as a hedge. But things have

Specula- changed, and such a method of providing

Consols as against a mercantile loss, which might be

brought about by the same cause that would

depress Consols, has gone out of fashion, doubtless

owing in some degree to there being other modes of

protecting themselves against risks which both mer-

chants and bankers must for all time incur.

The maxim which is adopted by all prudent specu-

lators in the markets, by which we mean the dealers in

the Stock Exchange, who in the nature of their business

must to some extent speculate, or they would lose

business, is to sell when things are dear, and buy when
they are cheap, and pay no attention at all to reports.

Men who have had years of experience, know how to

estimate at their just value the on dits that are for ever

floating about their ears. Right or wrong, there is

no money in them in the long run, and it is with the

long run that operators should have to do.
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One reason why speculation in Consols has been

reduced to a minimum is, that speculation has of late

years changed its venue. The stock markets now are

the field of operations for dealers in the specula-

stocks of all nations and all climes. There changed

are a few countries whose names are still
itsVenue.

withheld from Wetenhall's list, among which China

may be mentioned, but they are few. The extent to

which the world has been borrowing within the last

quarter of a century may be judged of from the

fact, that the indebtedness of the States of the world

has increased from 1851 to 1873 by ^2,218,000,000,

the proportion of which belonging to Europe increase

is^ 1, 500,000,000. People have become used DEBTEDNESS

to making larger profits, by which we mean
stateJop

that all the world lives better and makes the world.

larger incomes than they used to. Consequently they

do not care to speculate in stocks unless the fluctua-

tions are somewhat considerable and frequent. The

quieter attitude of England towards foreign states for

many years past, and the absence of any internal dis-

turbances worth mentioning, has produced much more

steadiness in Government securities than was the case

earlier in the century. There is not much exaggera-

tion in the remark that a fluctuation of two per cent,

in a day in Consols is now witnessed once theFlcc-

in a life-time. The process of getting in ^"^"^""^^

and getting out of a stock, as a speculation, price op
^ *

, , n GOVERN-

cannot be profitable when the fluctuations ment

are so small and infrequent. Speculation

consequently has shifted from the Consol market, and

from the market where the highest class of securities
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is dealt in, to departments of the Stock Exchange

where a bull or a bear stands to make something- in a

reasonable period, if he chance to be operating the

right way. It may be supposed that speculation for

this reason has decreased in extent. The contrary is

the fact, speculators having simply taken up new

ground, as they found it useless for any purpose to

speculate in stocks in which the fluctuations were so

small.

One of the reasons why speculation in high-class

securities has more or less ceased is obviously because

Consols and such like stocks are more firmly held than

they used to be when the country was oftener engaged

in wars, or disturbed by semi-revolutionary agita-

tions. Then again, the very fact of high-class stocks

remaining at a uniformly high level of price, causes

a certain class of investors to buy them for simply

High Class absolute Security's sake. There are numbers
Stocks
MORE of people who hold Consols because they are

HELD^HAN perfcctty certain their^3 odd % per annum
Formerly, ^jjj always be paid. They never trouble

themselves about the price of the stock, and continue

entirely apathetic whether the price rises to 120 or

falls to 50. It stands to reason that, as the country

grows in wealth, so do the holders of these high-class

stocks increase in number, and as such securities are

purchased largely for permanent holding, and purely

as a means of providing income, so is steadiness im-

parted to the price, which tends consequently to be

less and less disturbed in the absence of exceptionally

adverse influences. There are always large numbers

of persons in a country like England who are retiring
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from active life to live on an income, derived through

the medium of public securities of one form or another,

which is hereafter to be a purchasing power dependent

upon the labour of others. One man does his share of

work in the world, and in the process he provides for

his future wants through the medium of saved capital.

There can be no doubt that if the English national

debt were to be paid off there would be a considerable

commotion among those holders of Consols who would

be satisfied with nothing else half as well. While the

times In which we live therefore, continue quiet, the

credit of the Government is firmly maintained, and the

savings of the people are large, there will be always

more buyers than sellers of high-class securities while

the return for the money is not less than about 3 per

cent. Buyers would in most cases probably prefer to

look in other directions than pay anything over par

for Consols. The fluctuations under such circum-

stances are consequently very small, and there is

nothing literally but a bare bone for a speculator to

pick, which is not worth the commission, and he

migrates into other markets.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE SHORT "TURNS," OR, WHO MAKES THE PROFITS?

Although we have already alluded to this question

of " turns," in referringf to the forces, so to speak, in

the markets which are arrayed against the speculator,

we have thought it advisable, subsequently, to give it

a separate chapter. The " turn " is a known quantity

about which there is no doubt, and in which there is no

element ofchance to be reckoned upon accord-
The
"Turn" a ing to any doctrine of probabilities, as some-
KNOWN

. ^ . .

,

, . ,
Quantity times favounng one side, and sometimes the
ALWAYS
AGAINST THE Other. The " turn " may be described in brief
Sfeculator. '

as the income of the jobber, or in other words

that fractional part of the whole sum which, if a buyer

of some stock, he gets by its sale in excess of what he

pays,—and if he be on the other hand, a seller, the

"turn" is that proportional part of the whole sum

which he gets in excess on buying back the stock, in

order to square his book. Supposing the two opera-

tions of a purchase and a sale proceed first from a bull

speculator, and secondly from a bear ; the jobber in

the one case covers himself as soon as he can by a

purchase of the stock sold by the first operation, and

by the sale of an amount equal to that bought by

the second operation.
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The " turn " comes in the second rank of obstacles

which stand between the speculator and the goal, or

profit, which it is his aim to reach, and is the most

formidable of the fixed and, it may be said, inevitable,

elements arrayed against him at the start. When a

speculator enters the markets, therefore, he has to do

his share of keeping both the broker and the jobber,

and that not only when he commences his operations,

but also when he finishes. There is the "turn" to be

paid on going in, and also on coming out. The same

may be said of the broker, only under certain
The " Turn "

circumstances. It is customary for a broker a Loss on
. . . Going Into

to charge no second commission on closmg an and also in
Coming Out

operation, if it be done in the same account as of the
'

_
Market.

that in which the operation was commenced.

As speculators however, especially the haphazard kind,

are never contented to take small profits, and get out

of the markets, they almost invariably pay a second

commission. Thus there may be said to be two double

fixed quantities, which are piled up against a specu-

lator at the start.

If there be any difference in the character of the

"turn" as compared with former times, it must be

allowed that there is a point in favour of the

speculator; whether it be more apparent than °^'^^^'','*^™

real, owing to the growth of other adverse
'^^'^''^o'p'the

influences is another matter. But it is "compaked

certain that the "turn" is not so great in former

these times as it used to be, and it comes

from the increase of competition by the larger number

of jobbers in the markets, just as commissions in all

businesses have dwindled down from two and three
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per cent., and in some cases much more, to \ and \,

and in the stock markets to /e and even a 3V It should

however be remarked that, owing- to the great increase

in the number of transactions, the jobber makes more

in these times by the smaller "turns" than he did

formerly out of the large ones, the increase being in a

greater ratio than the diminution in the amount of

the single "turn." Moreover the public, as it is to

be hoped should be the case with the growth of

intelligence and the spread of education and wealth,

decline to buy stocks when very wide prices are quoted

to them from the jobbers. It stands to reason that the

jobbers rather enjoy dealing in stocks where there is a

good deal of cover for them to play with their prey.

A difference of two or three per cent, between the

buying and selling price affords the jobber much more

scope in fixing the "turn" he is to get out of a

transaction. The wide quotations between a buying

and selling price are no doubt to some extent a

legitimately justifiable defence against the sudden and

perhaps violent fluctuations to which an indifferent

security is exposed, and it is on this account the price

is made wide. As the public, however, get to know

and understand that a stock which is quoted say 35 to

38, as compared with one that is quoted 851^6 to /g is,

in proportion to the difference between the extremes

of the two figures, a worse security, so they in-

stinctively avoid any operations at all where there

is no knowing from one moment to the other,

whether their property is worth one per cent, more or

less. In fact, many young operators have been

electrified to find that, having purchased on specu-

lation some stock of the character of that quoted above
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3^t 35 to 38, and wishing to get out of the bargain for

some reason or other, there was a difference special

between the buying and the selling price of ^^^'^^'^ °^

actually as much as that indicated, viz. : 3 ting in a

_, . . 1 , 1
Stock that

per cent. Rumous mistakes by the unwary is auoiED

are thus made. They fancy very naturally
"^^'^^ ''^'°^"

that a stock which is subject to violent fluctuations,

and which is seen to fall and rise two or three per

cent, in a day, is a fine field to operate in ; but the

compensation which is in all things, soon reveals itself

here in the manner described, so that the speculator

stands perhaps even less chance of making a profit off

a widely fluctuating security than he would by one

that moved to a smaller extent over or under a central

point of value from which there was not so much

movement.

Then again, a jobber is willing to take a much

smaller " turn " on a transaction which he can depend

upon closing in his own book at any moment, at

probably only a fractional difference in price from that

at which he opened it. A speculator wishes, for

instance, to buy _^ 10,000 Consols for the rise at 92 J.

At the time the transaction is done the jobber knows

he can any moment square his book as far as that

operation is concerned, within a trifle of the same

figure, and he is accordingly satisfied with a small

"turn."

On the other hand, a stock that fluctuates violently

may leave a buyer of it a loss of one or two per cent,

before he has entered the operation in his book. The

consequence is that a speculator proposing to buy for

the rise ^2,000 of a stock which is quoted in the

markets at 35 to 38, will have probably to pay 38 or
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near about that for it, for the simple reason that the

jobber who sells knows that a widely-quoted stock is

liable to unusual movements in both directions, and

he protects himself accordingly, by declining to sell

except at the higher figure, or to buy except at or below

the lowest. The difference may even be wider than in

this hypothetical case. The stock may recently have

become very much depreciated in value, which carries

with it the obvious suggestion that it may fall still

further indefinitely, short of the bottom, for reasons

which have so far contributed to depress it. Under

such circumstances, unless the jobbers in the markets

have limits at which to buy such a security, they

probably will refuse to purchase from an outside seller,

or from anybody, at any price, unless it come within

the range of a fancy figure. With stocks, therefore,

that are liable to sudden and considerable changes in

value, the "turn " assumes dimensions in proportion,

and speculation in such securities is correspondingly

dangerous.

For every operation that a speculator enters upon,

he contributes to the income of the jobber. Although

this statement is perhaps not literally accurate, inas-

much as the jobber may sometimes have to sacrifice

his " turn," and even more, in selling stocks which he

has bought in the course of his business, or

"Turn" in buying back stock which he has sold, it is
THE Income .- . , , . ,

OF THE sufficiently accurate as demonstrating the
Jobber.

position of the Speculator. Whether or not

subsequent circumstances deprive the jobber of the

turn he considers himself in the ordinary course of

events to have secured, the speculator has in any case

paid it, which is all we are concerned to show.
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CHAPTER XIV.

IN WHAT RESPECT IS SPECULATION USEFUL IN MARKETS

GENERALLY ?

The remarks upon speculation in the foregoing

chapters may, perhaps, lead the reader to infer that our

object has been to enter upon a crusade against all

speculators, guerre d mort. Such an impression would

not be a correct one, and this chapter is intended, just

in conclusion, to show why. Speculation in the sense

of buying for cash or on ordinary credit what the pur-

chaser has verygood reason for knowing is uncommonly

cheap, and what he believes will, ere long, improve in

price, does not come under the category of speculation

such as that to which the foregoing remarks refer.

There is hardly an individual who buys
•^ Spegula-

anvthing- who is not at times more or less of tion fob
' ° THE Rise,

a speculator, and he has a perfect right so to

be under given conditions, and his being so

WHICH
IS BOTH

Legitimate
AND OF

under such conditions Is a direct benefit also ^toThe
1

• T-' • J. i 1 Community.
to the community. I' or mstance, take a very

homely article which will serve for an illustration, bacon.

Supposing bacon, through some passing influence,

were to fall considerably in price, very large purchases

would at once be made on speculation, because it is an
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article almost certain to be directly consumed in a pro-

portion greater than the production could be increased.

Large quantities would be taken off the market by

both retail and wholesale dealers who would store it in

anticipation of a recovery in value. They probably

would not want it for immediate use, and would be

induced to run the risk of the operation turning out

profitable by reason of its being suddenly so much
cheaper than they had been accustomed to buy it.

They would, in one word, speculate in bacon, just as

some people speculate in stocks after a heavy fall.

Unless something had happened to permanently depre-

ciate the value of bacon this rush of buyers, the great

majority of whom would soon settle their operations

by cash payments, would speedily cause at least a

partial recovery in value, which might be followed by

a further rise or relapse according to circumstances.

Whether anything serious had been at work to

depreciate value or not, the innumerable interests that

would have suffered by the decline in value would thus

be protected at least for a time by the speculative

operations referred to. The price would be kept up

above what it would have been in the absence of such

speculative operations, while either the real or fictitious

Specula- agcncy at work in causing a fall were dis-
TION FOR 111 .

THE Fall, covered and analysed. So in a converse

sense, if for some reason or other the price

of corn were driven up very rapidly several

shillings per quarter above the value ruling

Community, at a particular period, without holders of

large stocks being able to discover sufficient cause^

many of them would hurry to market and sell what

WHICH
IS BOTH
Legitimate
AND op
Benefit
TO the
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was still even unthrashed. They would be so tempted

by the very high price that they would speculate upon

such a high quotation being followed by a low one,

and they would sell all they could manage to deliver

in a given time. The speculator in the bacon would

be playing in a legitimate sense the part of the bull,

and the speculator in corn that of the bear. It will be

admitted that there is what we know as a reasonable

price for all things, and that it is better for all con-

cerned that a reasonable relative value is maintained

for all articles than that anything becomes either

extravagantly dear or so cheap that it is worth no

one's while to produce it. Every article of those con-

sumed by mankind in their several stations has its

fitting place either as a necessity or as a luxury. A
necessity for some reason may in course of time

become a luxury, while, what is much oftener the case,

luxuries may by degrees come under the category of

necessities. The value of the one or the other may in

relation to other necessities or luxuries change, but it

will probably change only gradually, and during the

process of change there will be a reasonable a
1 ,• 1 r 1 .-I Ti • • Reasonable

relative value for such articles. It is im- relative

portant then in order to satisfy the rational value for
^ •^ all Com-

desires of all members of the community modities.

that the reasonable relative values of all commodities

should, if disturbed by any cause, remain so as short

a time as possible. The undue inflation or depression

of prices will be counteracted by speculative opera-

tions such as we have referred to, and in that sense,

speculation is directly of immense benefit, as it is one

limb of a body of law which administers justice silently

K
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but surely to any one who has left one weak point in

his armour when attempting by violent or fraudulent

means to snatch a profit by unjustifiably raising or

depressing prices. The one condition, however, of such

speculation being of direct benefit in keeping prices at

a level which is in accord with the existing state of

supply in relation to the demand at any period is, that

the speculative operations shall partake as nearly as

possible of the nature of bond fide operations. The

great benefit which is caused by the one kind of

speculation is the antithesis of the evil which results

from the system of " time-bargain " speculation as

practised in all markets. The one kind of speculation

is the legitimate advantage taken of being able to buy

any article cheap, or to sell any commodity that is

dear, whereas the other is nothing better than pitch

and toss in disguise.

The kind of speculation which is of benefit to the

community may be termed corrective speculation, as

implying a restoration of prices, through its agency,

to a reasonable relative level. Such speculation would

come from buyers who had good reason to know that

what they bought they would be able again to sell,

and that its purchase speculatively was simply the

supply of their ordinary requirements in anticipation,

owing to a favourable opportunity having presented

itself. In proportion as speculation proceeds from

simply time-bargain operators will the price be driven

up or down, according to circumstances, to an in-

jurious degree, as compared with a corrective degree,

the influence of the one set of speculators doing good,

and that of the other set harm.
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Speculators may be divided into three classes which

about embraces all the phases of speculation.

First, we have the legitimate speculator who ^''^clrs^sss

spends all or some of his surplus capital in ^specuiI^

taking off the market what he believes will '^"^d^ided.

give him a gain by holding it for some time.

That is the legitimate speculator who is a benefit to

the community as a leveller up of prices. Then we

have the legitimate speculator of the same stamp, with

the difference that he is a leveller down of prices, and is

equally of service to society by immediately throwing

on the market all the stock of a certain article he may
hold or be able to get for the purpose, when it

rises to a price above what he calculated on being

able to obtain, and which his experience told him

was an unusually high figure. Such speculators

as these not only do not hurt themselves, but directly

benefit themselves by speculating, and in so doing

protect the interests of their neighbours and the com-

munity at large. Such as these this book is not

written for. We are concerned with those who, classi-

fied as illegitimate speculators, and reckless specu-

lators, which second term may have to be moved a

point or two according to circumstances, are over the

border-line, whose dictum is " Heads I win, tails you

lose." The illegitimate speculator is the one who
starts with a small capital and with some method, with

the idea of increasing it upon a system of incurring

risks which, in the ordinary course of the market he

may operate in, will enable him in case he has wrongly

calculated the course of prices, to pay his losses and

go on again. His intention is never bond fide sale

K 2
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or bond fide purchase. The reckless speculator is the

man who with little more than he stands up in makes

a great pretence, imposes upon the weak and credulous,

enters the stock markets and operates to right and left

up to the hilt so far as he may be trusted. So long

as he may enjoy a run of luck he rakes in the coin ;

when it turns he leaves his dupes to pay and goes

up the country, as they say of the native Indian

merchants when the telegraph announces to them that

the goods shipped to Europe for which they have

drawn, will leave a loss.

We have then one class of speculators which is of

direct use and value in all markets, while the other

two, the nature of whose operations we have en-

deavoured to lay bare, cause an infinite deal of

mischief, and get in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred

no good for themselves in the long run, whether their

transactions are entered upon carelessly, and are

allowed simply to take their chance, or an attempt be

made to achieve success by some exercise or skill.
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CHAPTER XV.

OUTSIDE CRITICISM ON THE CAUSES OF DISTURBANCE IN

THE MONEY MARKET.

The end of all commerce is individual gain. What-

ever involves the question of individual gain involves

also the certainty that at some period during the pro-

cess of gaining the bounds which prudence marks out

as the limit, beyond which it is not wise to incur risks,

will be overstepped by a large proportion of those

engaged in commerce. It is very easy, and to some

extent it is also right, to censure those who expose

themselves to too great risks in their eagerness to

gain ; but as the incurring of too great risks nearly

always brings in its train the merited punishment,

it becomes a difficult question, and is, in fact, im-

possible, to lay down hard and fast lines for those

engaged in commerce. By so doing the incentive to

work, to create, to produce, and to go farther a-field

for things is damped, to the obvious loss of the com-

munity as a whole. The loss sustained by a minority

through imprudence would be as nothing compared

with the negative loss through awakening powers and

energy being compulsorily held in check. Those,

then, who are quick to find fault with the busy workers
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in the great commercial hive, because in their eager-

ness they occasionally overshoot the mark, should

remember that it is not fair to pounce upon periods of

perfectly natural reaction which is sure to find some

engaged in the struggle unprepared for it. The good

must be taken with the bad ; the beneficial results of

a long period of prosperity must be set off against the

losses of a short period of adversity.

Speculation is carried on in all markets upon a large

scale ; and the extent of it fluctuates, according to

circumstances, between the stagnation point as one

extreme, and the rampant activity which is itself the

primary cause of panics, as the other. In like manner,

as we have a medium and normal scale which rules in

carrying on the diverse affairs of this world, and as

there is a natural value for money which ranges be-

tween high and low rates, so is there a degree in which

speculation of a legitimate type can be carried .on in

all markets with benefit to the community. Now, this

being admitted, it must also be allowed that as there

is no central organisation, neither can there be, to

control individual operations, it follows that, if a good

proportion of those engaged in commercial and finan-

cial affairs enter into large speculative commitments

with insufficient capital, the reaction which inevitably

follows a period of prosperity is sure to bring numbers

of them into difficulties, and the occurrence of a com-

mercial disturbance as the consequence is but a

question of time. Liabilities in the aggregate, upon

a very large scale, are incurred in the hope of their

turning out remuneratively; and failing this, the com-

munity as a whole has to suffer from large numbers
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of those directly affected being thrown off their

balance; a panic occurs, the bad elements are elimi-

nated, and a gradual recovery takes place.

There is an infinite number of circumstances which

may occur to upset the best arrangements and the

most accurate foresight of those engaged in commerce,

which is compensated for by the large profits realized

by such as are fortunate enough and skilful enough to

weather the storms. Very wide experience, practised

judgment, and the closest attention are required of

those who manage the affairs of public banks, discount

houses, and mercantile firms. In fact, none but those

who have shared in the anxious responsibility involved

in the discharge of such duties can form any idea at

all of the severity of the call that is made upon both

the physical and mental powers.

We preface this chapter with these remarks as the

introduction to an instance of the kind of criticism that

is now and again inflicted by outsiders upon financial

and commercial circles in the City. The number of

persons who consider themselves capable of writing

upon currency questions, the Bank Act, and the

various branches of commercial practice, is legion.

Those outside the circle of commercial affairs who

know anything at all about them that is worth stating

for the edification of others, is, at probably the best

computation, one per mille. The fallacies and so-

phisms that are almost daily set up in type is sufficient

evidence of what is generally known upon such subjects

by those who are mere theorists and dilettante dabblers,

whose enthusiasm is rekindled by the occurrence

of a monetary panic. There is probably no one, and
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there never has been any one, who was at all times

mathematically accurate and completely sound in

writing upon these most difficult questions ; but there

is a great difference between committing faults, and

being dogmatically wrong-headed, which arises in

so many cases from attempting to treat a subject

from a theoretical point of view, with little or no

knowledge of the practice.

The occurrence of severe stringency in the money

market, whether arising directly from an unusual and

sudden extra demand for money, either for general or

special purposes, or from an unexpectedly short

supply, generally produces a crop of letters in the

newspapers from theorists looking on at a distance,

who throw their hands up in wonder and astonishment

at what they describe as the ignorance and folly which

bring about such a state of things.

The appearance of two letters in the Times of

the 15th of November, 1873, and of the 17 th of

December, 1 873, on the subject of the autumn pressure

for money in that year, which are subjoined, made us

wish to say a few words upon them, as we observed

no reply beyond some remarks in a weekly financial

journal expressive of surprise that such sweeping

assertions had called forth no answer from the City.

There must have been replies, but they were not pub-

lished ; hence Mr. Bonamy Price may have left the

field under the impression that no one dared to meet

him on the ground where so many fierce contests had

often been fought before.
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THE BANK RATE.

Sir,—Your City Article of to-day contains the following remark-

able sentence :

—

" That the events which have been witnessed should have actually

occurred is a disgrace to the intelligence of all parties concerned."

And what has been the cause of all this disgrace .'' One which is

implied in the remainder of the sentence—"and this fact becomes

still more apparent when it is considered that but for the services of

the electric telegraph in announcing each parcel of gold about to be

shipped hither, the panic would have gone on until its mere pro-

longation might have spread alarm in other quarters and led to

serious disasters." There can be no doubt of the truth of this

remark, but is it possible to describe more vividly wilful, self-made

calamity and ruin brought on by an artiificial cause artificially be-

lieved in .'' The City has trained itself to believe that a quantity

of a particular metal called gold, lying in a vault, unused and

unusable, is the physical cause of the rate of discount, profoundly

regardless of the fact, which a reference to the Reports of the Bank

of England would at once have pointed out, that all sorts of rates

of discount have accompanied and do accompany all sorts of reserves

of gold. Instead of studying the state of trade and speculation in

other countries as well as in England, its eyes are fixed on the

glittering heap, and when it declines the usual consequences of un-

scientific and purely imaginary beliefs ensue ; blind terror seizes hold

upon the mind, and men perform deeds which are nothing else than

simple suicide. Every man terrifies his neighbour ; everyone sees

impossibility to obtain advances hanging over his head, and rushes

off forthwith to make himself safe by borrowing from the banks

long before he has need of their loans ; the banks become shy of

lending, and up flies the charge for that discount which is the foun-

dation of modern trade. And what is the parent of all this agony

and this disaster ? A diminished heap in the Bank's cellar, as if

the Bank was going to stop payment if for a few days it had a half

only of its accustomed mass—a mass, I repeat, which does nothing

for commerce, except prevent banking from coming to a standstill.

The movements of gold to or from the Bank are important, as

tending to reveal forces which arc acting upon trade, just as the
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foreign exchanges teach us whether England has bought more or

less abroad than she has sold. But these movements, as merely

making the stock of gold in the Bank larger or smaller, are not the

power which renders discount cheap or dear. If they have this

effect, it is not from their own intrinsic action, like little corn to eat

is sure to make bread dear, hut from the fictitious and absurd signifi-

cance given to them by scientific ignorance, and the absence of the ability

to analyze facts, which is the basis of all knowledge. That the

traders of England should, from sheer helplessness of thinking and

their consequent surrendering themselves to all sorts of artificial

dogmas, build up by their own act against themselves such rates, of

8, 10, and 12 per cent., as we have lately seen is a wonder at which

I never cease to marvel.

Oxford, Nov. 14. BONAMY PRICE.

THE BANK RATE. AND THE BANK RESERVE.

Sir,—Your leading article of Friday last throws a flood of illus-

tration on my letter to you on the Bank Rate. It very clearly and

ably states the facts of the situation so far as they are known to

the public. The late convulsion in the Money Market began in

September with a reserve of £13,238,000, and a rise in the rate of

discount from 3 to 4 per cent., and culminated on the sth ofNovem-

ber, when the reserve had fallen to £8,071,000, and the rate had

reached 9 per cent, as its minimum, and actually 12 per cent, for

most of the advances made by the Bank. The Times truly says

that it is the ratio between reserve and liabilities on which we

must fasten our attention, and that this ratio fell from about 44 per

cent, on the 24th of September to 36 per cent, on the 5th of

November.

Now, what do these facts tell us } That because the mass of

metal sank from a point of extreme super-safety at 44 per cent, to

another point of perfectly full safety at 36 per cent, the rate of dis-

count has been run up to the panic figure of g per cent. The com-

mercial world has been terrified with an alarm all the more

agonizing because it was founded on wild imagination and utter

ignorance of any adequate cause ; trade has been contracted,

industry impeded, traders of every kind heavily fined for the benefit
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of bankers, many firms seriously injured, and many persons pro-

bably ruined. This is what I described as an artificial, unreal,

and unscientific illusion, made to reign supreme over the fate of the

Money Market. This theory preaches that it is quite enough for

the gold to rise or fall to justify any violence in the fixing of the

rate of discount ; no other fact need be looked for ; the gold has

gone down, and that is enough for us bankers, all analysis and

science notwithstanding.

I have called a reserve of 36 per cent, of the liabilities a point of

full safety. Will any one challenge the assertion .? One third of

the liabilities was long proclaimed to be the rule of sound banking.

But it may be said that, though 44 per cent, is an excessive figure,

still the remaining 56 parts of uncovered liabilities were of very

unsound quality, very likely to be sent in for payment, and, conse-

quently, demanding very exceptional measures for security. That

may be so, undoubtedly ; even that high ratio may have been insuf-

ficient. When old Blucher cried out in London, *'Mein Gott, what

a city to sack !" if he had been surrounded by a mighty Prussian

army, even 80 per cent, might justly have been thought insufficient.

But if there was reason for suspecting the ability of the Bank to

meet its liabilities, let us be plainly informed what it was ; until we

have some other cause distinctly assigned, I must persist in the

belief that the artificial reason of a decline of the metal was the true

cause of the agitation brought upon trade.

But I shall be asked, why do traders submit to such arbitrary

inflictions .'' Surely their acquiescence is a proof that the action of

the fixers of the ratio of discount must have had motives founded on

the commercial situation 1 I answer that the community of bankers

are so dovetailed into one another that in most cases the traders

have no alternative but submission. Certainly, this is so at times

approaching panic. The public is in the dark as to what may be

going on ; even provincial bankers, within my own knowledge, are

as ignorant as their customers ; so they naturally look about for

some empirical sign, and, unfortunately for them, they suppose the

rule proclaimed by bankers that when the gold sinks discount ought

to rise must be true. It is the ignorance of banking, ignorance of

the real force, which governs banking and the supply of loans, which

presents the commercial world as victims to any theory palmed
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upon them. If they knew that such so-called laws, such fictions as

that trade is sound and prosperous according as there is more or

less gold in the Bank's cellar, are mere arbitrary and ignorant

assertions, their vague apprehensions would cease ; they would

resent these violent disturbances, and public opinion would be strong

enough to put an end to them.

Oxford. BONAMY PRICE.

From whom, may we ask, is the most valuable

information upon commercial and financial events

obtained ? Inquire of the soundest (and there are

very few of them indeed) writers who pen from

day to day their money-articles for the guidance

and edification of the theorists and the great world

far away from the centres, where alone a correct

judgment, based on existing facts, is to be formed.

Mr. Price takes for the text of his first letter the

following, " That the events which have been wit-

nessed should have actually occurred Is a disgrace to

the intelligence of all parties concerned.' ' This may
be very true as regards "all parties concerned," but

Mr. Price looks upon everyone in the City as concerned,

which is wrong in the sense in which he means it.

He says "the City has trained itself," &c., "every

man terrifies his neighbour ; everyone sees impossi-

bility to obtain advances hanging over his head, and

rushes off forthwith to make himself safe by borrowing

from the banks, long before he has need," &c. This

is nothing less than gross exaggeration, and it is

followed by what with all due respect, we can charac-

terize in no other way than as being sheer nonsense.

Mr. Price goes on to say that " fictitious and absurd

significance" is given to the movements of bullion
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" by scientific ignorance, and the absence of the

ability to analyse facts." The tightness which so

materially aggravates a monetary panic is caused a

good deal more by lenders exercising their prerogative

of very much curtailing the extent of their loans, than

It is by persons rushing to borrow what they do not

want. Those who thus rush to discount bills are of

the small minority who trade upon too small a capital,

or are recklessly Imprudent. If the Bank rate Is i o per

cent, for a month it concerns the sound, well-managed

firms only just as much as the prevalence of an

epidemic among the squalid, ill-cared for, and badly

fed and drained portion of a city does the other

quarters where sanitary measures are adopted and

the inhabitants live orderly, well-conducted, lives.

Because a few badly-constructed, ill-found, and over-

laden ships founder when it blows a gale, it might with

equal justice be said, " What an ignorant lot of people

are our seafaring population."

Mr. Price tells the City they are Incapable of ana-

lyzing facts, and as a retort we will present one from

the side of the City:—"Everyone rushes off to make

himself safe by borrowing from the banks," Mr. Price

says. What sort of a demand for discount would be

represented by everyone in the City "rushing" to

borrow ? If the discounts and advances made by the

Bank in one week, when what is called a panic prevails,

reach a total of two millions sterling the applications

are considered to have been very heavy Indeed ; and

so they have. Of a total demand of two millions,

half a million of the amount at least would be simply

a legitimate increase In the demand of traders who
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never need to rush for accommodation, so that the

total in a week when there had been a very heavy

demand, might be fairly estimated not to exceed one

million and a half. This would represent a demand

from, say, twenty-five applicants for _;^20,ooo each, a

demand from twenty-five more for ^^ 10,000, and from

fifty for ;^ 5,000, in all a rush of one hundred in a panic

week, out of an aggregate number of mercantile firms,

and companies, with estimated capital employed, as

shown in the following statistics.

An estimate of the amounts of capital engaged in

the wholesale and international trade of the City of

London proper, has been made by Mr. Richard Seyd,

who devoted upwards of six months to the collection

of the information, and the results produced by him

are as follows :

—

General and Commission Merchants and Agents

(including Eleven Companies).

Firms.
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Warehousemen, Foreign Goods Importers,

Woollen, &c., Agents (including Five Companies).

I.427-

Firms.
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Wine Merchants, Brokers, and Agents.

Firms.

3 exceed
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Ship and Insurance Brokers and Custom House

Agents (including Fourteen Companies).

Firms.

9

13

25

45

82

95

122

105

250

749

,000,000
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Leather, Hide, and Skin Merchants.

Firms
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Wholesale Stationers' Paper Merchants and

Agents.

123

Firms.
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Timber Merchants and Brokers.

Firms.
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possible, which is a very natural, though somewhat

unfair, mode of protecting their position, which is

never calculated to bear a sudden great strain. There

are two motives which suggest this course to lenders

generally at such a period ; first, that of getting a

higher price than the current terms for their money,

and secondly, to increase their resources to provide

against contingencies. The limitation in the supply

of money at panic periods is quite as much, if not

more, due to this caution of capitalists, than it is to the

extra demand from those mercantile houses who have

insufficient capital and recklessly heavy liabilities. If

the numbers were taken of those who require extra

discounts at such periods, and they were compared

with the whole mercantile community of the City they

would be found to be an infinitesimally small propor-

tion. If the commercial status of those who, for the

sake of argument, it was allowed did rush to discount

their bills, to avoid getting into serious difficulties,

was correctly ascertained, it would be found that they

were quite second and third-rate houses, whose pro-

ceedings in times of panic no more serve to test the

real soundness or otherwise of the great body of mer-

cantile firms in the City, than the foundering of some

fishing smacks would prove that the Peninsular and

Oriental steamships were not seaworthy. The sever-

est commercial crises we have had have never done

more than to cause some loss to really well managed,

sound mercantile firms. The few which have found-

ered during the storm, although reputed to be other-

wise, have always been proved afterwards to have

been in a state of decay.
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Mr. Price insinuates that it is foolish of people to

take any notice of the ordinary bullion operations at the

Bank, and he ridicules them for so doing. Half a

million of gold is taken out of the Bank some day, and

the discount rates become rather harder that very

afternoon in consequence. The people who combined

to cause that harder character of the market he calls

foolish. Why ? If very much gold is taken from the

Bank the value of money must, and always does, rise

a good deal. If less is taken it will also rise in a

smaller degree, and so on. The notes are payable

in gold, and the note issue is always nearly about the

same. Is it foolish for a scale beam to change its

level if, when both scales are weighted so as to make
it perfectly horizontal, some portion of the weight is

removed from one or the other scale ? As the Bank's

power to meet its obligations in gold is diminished, so

will the action of all who incur similar obligations, and

who look to the Bank and other banks to assist them

in discharging them in the ordinary course, tend in the

direction of raising the value of money until some-

where about the usual amount of gold has been re-

placed in the scale, and the beam has recovered its

horizontal position. This is the process under the ex-

isting system, which is a faulty one, but which is ne-

vertheless a process governed by the same laws which

would act much in the same way upon a more perfect

system. The unnecessary fuss that some people are

always making about the Bank not keeping a sufficient

reserve is exposed when this extreme sensitiveness of

the discount market to the gold movements at the

Bank is examined. The quicker action that is now
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taken by the Bank directors to arrest a bullion drain,

takes the place of a larger reserve, and is a much more

economical way of keeping it, inasmuch as the loss in-

volved in a larger reserve, which would otherwise fall

on the prudent and imprudent alike, now falls upon

those whose indiscreetly extended liabilities cause them

to rush for discount, and thus to unduly enhance the

value of money. It is rather too much to expect the

prudent proprietors of Bank stock to be satisfied with

a less dividend, that an idle reserve of money may be

kept in readiness for the urgent demands of the im-

prudent. When one has no acceptances falling due,

and no mercantile obligations, it is easy enough to

look calmly from a distance, and dub the City as fool-

ish and panic-stricken. In all criticism there should

be just discrimination.

When money rises to the value of 10 per cent,

people are often heard to express great astonishment

that such a high rate can prevail in such a wealthy

city as London, never taking the trouble to inform

themselves that the price of a thing is not regulated

by the quantity existing, but by the quantity that is

for sale in relation to the demand. Mr. Price appears

to draw inferences somewhat upon the same system.

It is not the whole mercantile community in the City

that rushes for discount, but a very small proportion

indeed, who, being in imminent danger of stopping

payment, are not exactly in a position to sit down and

calmly analyse facts, or go through a process of

scientific reasoning as to the duration of a bullion

drain. The most prominent circumstance among

those that surrounded the pressure for money and the
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high discount rates which prevailed during the autumn

of 1873 was, that notwithstanding "all this agony

and this disaster," as Mr. Price describes it, " the

City" came out of the storm uninjured ; no bank, loan

establishment, or mercantile house of any repute

having suffered. And more than this, no firm of even

inferior status, except American houses, whose troubles

were due quite to special causes proceeding from

America, succumbed under two weeks of g"/,,, and two

of 8. It is utterly idle to suppose that all the scientific

knowledge that ever can be applied will avoid

occasional pressures for money and a consequent

temporarily high value. An absolute money famine,

by which we mean the impossibility of being able to

obtain any discount accommodation at all, should

henceforth be impossible, and be always avoidable,

since the establishment of more complete communi-

cation between one centre of supply and another. We
may so construct ships, and so navigate them that

they shall never sink, but we cannot prevent storms

any more than we can calms. Each has a useful office

to perform : so has dear money ; and so has cheap.

Could there be anything more highly eloquent of

the sound management of the banks in the City, of the

prudent caution shown by the large lending establish-

ments, of the unruffled attitude of the A i mercantile

houses, to whom 10 per cent, for a month is occa-

sionally more a subject for rejoicing than anything

else, as it clips the wings of reckless traders, than the

fact that such "agony and disaster" left the City still

in the most flourishing possible condition, where very

shortly after some large foreign loans were covered

immediately several times over.
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We follow Mr, Price strictly in his argument upon
" facts." Is what we have said right or wrong ?

Who have all the best writers upon currency and

commercial questions been ? Men from the City, who
stand every day in the midst of it, and are accustomed
to watch the minutest influences as they appear upon
the horizon, and calculate their effect upon the markets.

Who are the men to whom the most trusted writers in

the leading journals are accustomed to address them-

selves when they wish to be able to form a correct

estimate of the passing events of each day in the

city?

Theorists, far away in the provinces, can about as

well form an opinion as to what city people ought to

do under varying circumstances, as a man on land can

decide the course that should be adopted on board

a ship at sea.

If Mr. Price were to confine his assertions to the

reckless and imprudent traders, to the speculators

without capital, and to that small minority of people

in the city whose operations do certainly very much
aggravate the effects of occasional scarcity in the

money market, proceeding from quite natural, and

not necessarily unhealthy causes, we might be inclined

to endorse some of the strong terms he uses ; but to

apply such remarks to the city as a whole, is, to our

mind, with every feeling of respect, to show the in-

ability to analyse facts of which he accuses others.
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